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ABSTRACT
EXPLOITING SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCES FOR
SEARCH, FUSION AND EVALUATION
SEPTEMBER 2015
CHIA-JUNG LEE
B.S., NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY
M.S., NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor W. Bruce Croft
The web contains heterogeneous information that is generated with different char-
acteristics and is presented via different media. Social media, as one of the largest
content carriers, has generated information from millions of users worldwide, creat-
ing material rapidly in all types of forms such as comments, images, tags, videos
and ratings, etc. In social applications, the formation of online communities con-
tributes to conversations of substantially broader aspects, as well as unfiltered opin-
ions about subjects that are rarely covered in public media. Information accrued on
social platforms, therefore, presents a unique opportunity to augment web sources
such as Wikipedia or news pages, which are usually characterized as being more for-
mal. The goal of this dissertation is to investigate in depth how social data can be
exploited and applied in the context of three fundamental information retrieval (IR)
tasks: search, fusion, and evaluation.
vii
Improving search performance has consistently been a major focus in the IR com-
munity. Given the in-depth discussions and active interactions contained in social
media, we present approaches to incorporating this type of data to improve search on
general web corpora. In particular, we propose two graph-based frameworks, social
anchor and information network, to associate related web and social content, where
information sources of diverse characteristics can be used to complement each other
in a unified manner. We investigate how the enriched representation can potentially
reduce vocabulary mismatch and improve retrieval effectiveness.
Presenting social media content to users is valuable particularly for queries in-
tended for time-sensitive events or community opinions. Current major search en-
gines commonly blend results from different search services (or verticals) into core web
results. Motivated by this real-world need, we explore ways to merge results from
different web and social services into a single ranked list. We present an optimization
framework for fusion, where impact of documents, ranked lists, and verticals can be
modeled simultaneously to maximize performance.
Evaluating search system performance has largely relied on creating reusable test
collections in IR. Traditional ways to creating evaluation sets can require substantial
manual effort. To reduce such effort, we explore an approach to automating the
process of collecting pairs of queries and relevance judgments, using high quality
social media, Community Question Answering (CQA). Our approach is based on the
idea that CQA services support platforms for users to raise questions and to share
answers, therefore encoding the associations between real user information needs and
real user assessments.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches, we conduct extensive retrieval
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1.1 Social Media Sources for Information Retrieval
The world wide web has evolved from its early stage with the majority of users
acting as content consumers to the current era, where participants interact and collab-
orate frequently in social media creating plentiful content [98, 118]. With millions of
users, information generated by social applications such as Twitter1 or Facebook2 has
accumulated rapidly in all types of forms, including comments, images, tags, videos
and ratings, etc. In social applications, people form online communities by shar-
ing with others who have similar interests, producing conversations of substantially
broader aspects and more reliability than individual postings. In addition, social
applications often carry unfiltered opinions about subjects that are rarely covered in
public media, which can provide valuable perspectives for a complex topic. Given
that information and knowledge accrue via interactions, the goal of this thesis is to
investigate how social data can be exploited and applied in the context of information
retrieval (IR) tasks. This dissertation studies in depth three research topics with a
focus on adopting social media data for information retrieval. Specifically, we cover
search, fusion, and evaluation as described in the following.
While user-generated content may contain noise and vary in quality, social media




that can be missing from web pages with editorial control (e.g., news articles). This
characteristic presents a unique opportunity of using social repositories to enrich and
complement information in the general web. Our first research topic investigates how
to incorporate social media data to improve search on web collections. We hypoth-
esize that, because of the additional sources provided, searching information will be
enhanced by mining related social context. The enriched representation can poten-
tially reduce vocabulary mismatch between content creator and information seekers.
It may also help increase the diversity of views on the same content. Section 1.2
presents the methodologies developed for this fundamental IR task that has been
consistently visited in the TREC web track3.
Presenting social media content to users is valuable particularly for queries in-
tended for results such as time-sensitive events or community opinions. It has be-
come a common practice that current major search engines blend results from different
search services (or verticals) into core web results. Depending on the search context,
the vertical selection system first identifies appropriate verticals such as social media
or images, and fuses the returned results from the selected resources into a single
presentation for users. This trend has fostered a large body of work studying the
tasks of aggregated search [3, 13, 71] and federated search [37, 38]. Motivated by this
real-world need, the aim of our second research topic is to develop effective methods
for fusing results from different search services, including social media and other web
sources, into a single merged ranked list. Section 1.3 describes our approach tackling
the fusion task.
Evaluating search system performance has largely relied on creating reusable test
collections in IR [26, 27]. A typical system-oriented test set contains three major com-
ponents, including a document collection, a set of queries reflecting users’ information
3http://trec.nist.gov/
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needs, and a set of relevance judgments indicating which documents are relevant to
each query [26, 50, 61, 104, 105]. Traditional approaches to creating test sets can be
substantially costly since human judges are required to provide assessments manually.
To reduce such effort, the third research topic explores the use of a specific type of
social media, the Community Question Answering (CQA) platform, to build reusable
evaluation test sets. CQA services support platforms for users to raise questions and
to share potential answers; such data, therefore, encodes the associations between real
user information needs and real user answers, paving a path to creating the essential
components in a test set. Section 1.4 describes the idea on how building evaluation
sets can be automatically carried out with CQA content.
1.2 Improving Search using Social Signals
The first part of this thesis explores how to incorporate social media data, or al-
ternatively social features, into the retrieval process, where the goal is to enhance the
performance of general search on web collections. Prior studies [74, 53, 73] regarding
the joint modeling of search and social media have an emphasis on mining effective
domain-specific signals to improve search effectiveness in the corresponding domain.
As indicated by Kirsch [68], this type of social information retrieval system is char-
acterized by the presence of three types of entities including documents, queries, and
individuals. A core strategy of many such techniques is to identify experts or author-
itative sources in a social network [73], which are then passed between individuals
in a collaborative flavor. For instance, systems for answer retrieval on Community
Question Answering platforms achieve better performance by modeling answerers’
expertise and ratings voted by the participants in the same threads [128]. Search on
literature collections is another example where performance is highly dependent on
relations between citations and co-authors networks [58]. Overall, as different types
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of social data bear different characteristics, many of these techniques were studied
separately and a recipe for each type of media is created.
Although the additional link relations, or metadata, carried by a social source im-
proves search for its own domain, relatively little is known about how such information
can be used to improve typical search on web collections where the social interactions
are less obvious. PageRank [14] and HITS [69] are among the first few algorithms
that pioneered link analysis of the web graph composed of a set of hyperlinked docu-
ments. These approaches demonstrated that incorporating community-based referral
(i.e., the degree of incoming links) into the ranking algorithm can improve search
effectiveness. Given the emergence of a wide range of social applications, we hope
to investigate the feasibility of aggregating different benefits extracted from these
different sources to improve standard search on web corpora.
Our approaches are based on the observation that many social postings discuss
and link to web pages, implying the same or related topics have been raised across
different media. Based on previous uses of anchor text [45], our first approach con-
siders social postings containing links to web pages as a similar resource, which we
define as social anchors. We then extend social anchors by constructing a general
graph-based framework that associates multiple social sources and different types of
links, which we refer to as an information network. Section 1.2.1 and Section 1.2.2
describe respectively how the social anchor and the information network approaches
are developed for search.
1.2.1 Search with Social Anchors
The rich, user-generated link information on the web is the basis of features such
as anchor text and PageRank [14] that are a critical part of web search engine effec-
tiveness. Anchor text, defined as the clickable text in a hyperlink, has been widely















Figure 1.1: The social anchor approach that uses content of blog postings for search
on web collection. Node Q is the text query, and nodes D and P represent a web
document and a blog posting respectively. An edge exists for a link from a blog
posting to a web document.
Given the effectiveness of anchor text as a feature in ranking functions, it is worth
considering whether there are other sources of this type of information. The amount of
social media generated has grown rapidly in recent years, and one interesting feature
from our perspective is that many postings contain links to web pages, even though
typical anchor text is not common. We consider using these links and the content
of the associated social postings, which we define as social anchors, as the basis of
features for improving search.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the idea of social anchors. Our approach starts by collecting
blog postings that have links to web pages of a large static document collection. Due
to the infeasibility of an exhaustive internet search for such blog postings, we take the
URL address of the web pages as queries to commercial search APIs, and collect the
returned blog postings linking to those pages as social anchors. We then devise and
extract social anchor features that can expand the original document representation



























Figure 1.2: The information network approach to integrating social media sources for
search on web collection. Node Q is the text query, and nodes D and P represent a
web document and a social posting respectively. Edges stand for the relations existing
between the nodes, which provide means for information to be propagated.
adopted to directly optimize retrieval performance. Chapter 4 discusses in detail how
social anchors can be established and used for retrieval.
1.2.2 Search with Information Network
One major challenge that remains for the social anchor approach, however, is
how to effectively take advantage of different social media platforms that may vary
significantly in functionality, and thus in content. What the platforms let users do
will often determine the utility of the resulting data. For example, Twitter initiates
and popularizes the convention of using hashtags and mentions, whereas in-depth
discussions are prevalent on social sites such as forums or blogs. The integration of
different sources, therefore, can potentially benefit search tasks as complementary
signals may provide different perspectives around similar topics.
Another challenge observed from social anchors is that the process of identifying
and collecting explicit hyperlinks to web documents has been confined by a third-
party service (i.e., the commercial search API). We hope to seek a system-agnostic
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way to this process of locating connections between social postings and web pages.
We also intend to explore new, implicit ways of associating different web sources, as
explicit hyperlinks are not always available or observed.
Given these challenges, our second approach to incorporating social data into
retrieval systems is built upon a general graph-based framework. To integrate different
sources, we first treat both web documents and social postings as individual vertices
(or nodes) in a network, as shown in Figure 1.2. We then establish connections (i.e.,
edges) between the vertices using strategies that exploit the topical and structural
relationships between them. We particularly focus on edges that connect vertices
of web documents and vertices of social postings, which enables us to augment web
pages with social signals via those edges. We refer to this resulting integration of web
sources as an information network, since it essentially incorporates a diverse range of
web content in a unified manner. The information network approach further removes
the constraint of accessing online search APIs by using publicly available web and
social collections. While current web search engines can retrieve both social and web
data in response to user queries, the connections between them are not fully exploited.
We hypothesize this network can benefit search effectiveness based on the integrated
complementary features.
The idea of using external corpora for search is not new. Diaz and Metzler [42]
showed that incorporating external corpora for pseudo relevance feedback achieved
more stable and effective results. Enhancing query formulation or expansion [10, 123]
is also possible when auxiliary collections become available. While previous ap-
proaches mostly focus on Wikipedia or newswire external sources, we model the
relations between the content from web collections and that of social media corpora.
We will show that, given proper design, the vast amount of social data can be sub-
stantially helpful for retrieval. Chapter 5 details how we define, construct and adopt







Figure 1.3: Example of a search result page fused from different search services for
user query wimbledon. Bing visited in July 2015.
1.3 Fusing Heterogeneous Search Results
Current search engines blend results from different search services (or verticals)
into core web results, which provides diverse content that may better meet users’
expectations. Figure 1.3 shows an example blended search result page in response to
user query wimbledon. To maximize the satisfaction of a user in a complex search
process, techniques are developed for resource selection, result merging and result
presentation [71]. As more heterogeneous social media are added to the sources
that need to be merged, these techniques become even more challenging. Previous
studies suggest that considering the aspects of relevance, coherence and diversity in
the final ranked result improves overall system performance [3, 13]. Recently, the
TREC federated web search track [37, 38] established reusable test sets, including
social media, from real web search engines of different verticals. Better performing
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approaches for the result merging task take into account signals such as the rank of
documents and the number of engines containing a document [96].
Seeing this real-world need, we study the task of web-based federated search that
fuses results from different verticals such as blog, Q&A and other social media. We
focus on producing a final merged ranked list where the overall search relevance is
optimized. Our approach is motivated by recent work, LambdaMerge [107], which
presents the first attempt of using relevance judgments to directly optimize retrieval
performance of the fused list. While Sheldon et al [107] have demonstrated that
the LambdaMerge approach achieved strong performance in a specific type of fusion
scenario (i.e., data fusion), it is unclear how an effective adaption to federated search
that has different verticals involved can be carried out. We extend LambdaMerge in a
way that the new optimization framework accommodates and considers the relevance
of documents, the quality of search engines, as well as the impact of drawing results
from different verticals.
Inspired by the recent success of using deep structures [12, 40, 54], our model
further investigates the potential of combining different ranking evidence using this
approach. Deep learning techniques can learn high level abstractions from training
data which has been shown useful for both classification tasks and semantic analysis.
General structures of supervised deep networks include the recurrent neural network
(RNN), deep stacking network (DSN), deep neural network (DNN) and convolutional
neural network (CNN) [40]. In particular, the structure of a DNN is highly simple
and generative. It can be applied to most classification and optimization problems
given proper design of the loss function in the output layer, and it is easier to train
than DSN. Given these reasons, our model incorporates a deep neural network (DNN)
for learning the scoring function in the fusion process. Chapter 6 describes in detail
the proposed framework and highlights its effectiveness.
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Figure 1.4: An example of human-raised question (query) and the associated human-
provided web pages (relevance documents) from Yahoo Answers social platform.
1.4 Building Evaluation Test Sets using Social Media
While user-generated content is often regarded as being less formal, social me-
dia platforms such as Community Question Answering (CQA) services can provide
high quality answers to user information needs. CQA sites such as Yahoo! Answers4
support social platforms for users to raise questions and to share potential answers.
The collaborative nature of such platforms motivates interested users to voluntarily
engage in providing high quality answers to many topics. In some cases, answerers
would include URLs as part of their answers. These links can give additional infor-
mation such as discussion details or reliable citations. Figure 1.4 shows an example
of an answer that incorporates several URLs related to the question.
The connection between the human-raised questions and the human-provided links
presents a unique opportunity to build an evaluation set for search tasks. Tradi-
tionally, to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of search systems, the primary
approach has been system-oriented, focusing on assessing how well a system can find
4http://answers.yahoo.com/
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documents of interest given a specification of the user’s information need [27]. One
of the most common methodologies, often referred to as the Cranfield approach [26],
is test collection-based evaluation [50, 61, 104, 105] that requires a document col-
lection, a set of queries reflecting users’ information needs and a set of relevance
judgments indicating which documents are relevant to each query. Creating the set
of queries and relevance judgments is costly, and the judged results can be biased and
incomplete [19]. While click data can be used as a substitute in some cases, the con-
fidentiality of personal information hinders general access in academic environments.
As CQA platforms produce many pairs of high quality questions and related web
links, the third part of this thesis investigates the hypothesis that the hyperlinked
URLs can be regarded as relevant documents for the CQA questions (or queries).
Our goal is to automatically create a reliable evaluation set for search, which can be
repeated and conducted in a controlled laboratory-based setting. Chapter 7 presents
the details of the construction approach, as well as how we determine the reliability
of the new evaluation test sets.
1.5 Contributions
In this dissertation, we study how social media data can be exploited in informa-
tion retrieval tasks. We list each of the major contributions in the following.
• Presenting an approach based on the notion of social anchors for improving
search on web corpora.
• Presenting an approach based on the notion of information networks for im-
proving search on web corpora.
• Evidence showing that incorporating social anchors or information networks
improves search performance on web corpora.
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• Presenting an optimization framework for merging results of diverse search ser-
vices, including social media and other web sources.
• Incorporating deep structures into the framework for fusion and demonstrating
its potential.
• Presenting an approach for building reliable, reusable test sets based on the use
of Community Question Answering social platforms.
1.6 Outline
The structure of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 presents prior work
from a number of related research areas. We introduce the test collections used for
retrieval, and a number of information retrieval fundamentals in Chapter 3. Chap-
ter 4 introduces the notion of social anchors, and how to apply those to retrieval
tasks. Chapter 5 extends the idea of social anchors and presents the generic infor-
mation network framework, based on which searching web collections can be signif-
icantly improved. Chapter 6 describes an optimization approach to merging results
of diverse search services, including sources such as blog, microblog and other social
applications. Chapter 7 investigates the feasibility of using social media sources to
automatically build reusable evaluation test sets. Chapter 8 summarizes the contri-




BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Overview
This thesis is related to a number of research areas with three primary focuses
on search, fusion and evaluation. We start with a review of techniques studied to
improve search with expanded representations and additional signals. We then ex-
amine significant work in merging multiple result lists, including both data fusion
and collection fusion. Finally, we discuss methods that create reusable evaluation
test sets.
2.2 Improving Search Performance
Research on improving search performance is extensively studied and covered.
Depending on types of search, the collections for search, and the target goals to
achieve in search, a wide range of techniques have been proposed wherein improved
performance has been reported. This body of work lays an emphasis on connecting
social sources into a graph-based framework to improve search on web corpora. In
the following, we discuss in depth topics related to improving web search and social
search, in particular with additional internal or external data. We will also introduce
work related to constructing an information network, including a common graph
framework and addressing the link sparsity problem.
2.2.1 Techniques for Improving Web Search
The current practice of search engines has developed advanced, complex mecha-
nisms to rank documents or materials in response to user queries. A primary objective
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is concentrated on relevance, and ranking functions usually are shown to be more ef-
fective when multiple signals are properly integrated compared to a single system
[34]. In the early stages of the world wide web, analysis on link structures such as
PageRank [14] or HITS [69] has been used to augment the actual content of web pages
to improve search. The underlying assumption is that more important websites are
likely to receive more links from other websites, and therefore should be given more
priority in the ranking. Bendersky et al [9] further indicated, in addition to link anal-
ysis, that modeling the content of documents can be critical to retrieval performance.
Specifically, document features including page layout and text content together define
the quality of documents.
Eiron and McCurley [45] showed that anchor text, defined as the clickable text in
a hyperlink provided by document authors, resembles real queries in terms of term
distribution and length, thereby bridging the information gap between query and
document representations. Other results [32, 124] also indicated that the integration
of anchor text information can be especially useful for the task of finding entry sites.
Issues such as spam and sparsity, however, can arise with the use of anchor text. To
address the spam problem, Dou et al [43] argued that inter-server anchor text should
be more important than intra-server one. Commercial search engine logs [133] provide
valuable information about inferring the relevance of documents to queries issued by
web users. The use of click-through data as a form of implicit user feedback [24, 44]
has been shown to improve search performance.
More recently, social media has become a significant source of information on
the internet. In addition to text content, metadata such as tags or annotations are
commonly provided by social media participants. Bao et al. [7] observed that social
annotations can benefit web search by providing good summaries and estimated pop-
ularity. Yanbe et al. [127] showed that social bookmarking can be more effective for
web search compared to the link structure alone. Noll and Meinel [97] compared three
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forms of metadata including social annotations, anchor text and query keywords as
augmentations for document representation. They demonstrated that social anno-
tations (e.g., del.icio.us tags) often outperformed other sources in terms of novelty,
diversity and relevance.
Along the lines of incorporating social generated data for search, studies have
looked into the links to websites or web pages contained in social postings. Mishne
and Lin [94] conducted a preliminary study of the value of Tweets as anchor text,
which they called twanchors. They demonstrated that, at least in the case of news-
centric search, the use of tweets as twanchors referencing web pages can provide a
valuable source of content not found in the pages themselves. Raux et al [101] tested
the use of the text around shared URLs in Tweets for topic-modeling and to identify
trending topics. Lee and Croft [77] constructed social anchors by extracting links
to web pages from forums and blog postings, where social anchors are used as a
complementary source of evidence to standard anchor texts during retrieval.
Another example of using socially generated information for ranking web docu-
ments is the Top Stories Identification Task (TSIT) introduced in the TREC 2009
Blog Track. In this track, a collection of headlines from the New York Times that
matches the same time frame as the blog collection was provided. Using information
from the blogsphere, the task was to find which news stories from a given set were
the most important for a given day. Lee et al. [79] proposed comparing the language
models between blog posts and news headlines. McCreadie et al. [87] modeled this
automatic news article ranking task as a voting process, where each relevant blog
post acts as a vote for one or more news articles.
The use of external information sources has been studied to improve ad-hoc re-
trieval. In general, data sources such as Wikipedia [10, 81], news corpora [123] or
web collections [10, 42] were used to improve search effectiveness primarily based on
query reformulation and pseudo relevance feedback techniques. Bendersky et al. [10]
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used external sources such as Wikipedia and Google N-grams to effectively weight
query concepts and expand queries. Weerkamp et al. [123] proposed a generative
query expansion model that uses external document collections for term generation.
Diaz and Metzler [42] investigated the use of larger and more general external re-
sources. Deveaud et al. [41] proposed a method that discounts documents based on
their weighted divergence from a set of external resources.
We note that most of previous studies using external sources relied on query ex-
pansion or term weight estimation to improve search. While the information network
presented in this thesis also leverages external collections, our approach supports more
fine-grained information propagation, where document nodes are connected together
and can influence each other. Also, previous work mainly explored the utility of more
formal data sources (e.g., Wikipedia), whereas in this dissertation, we investigate the
potential of using social sources for information enrichment. Although social media
sources are often regarded as noisy, our experimental results show that user-generated
information can benefit retrieval performance by providing complementary signals.
2.2.2 Techniques for Improving Social Search
Prior studies [74, 53, 73] regarding the joint modeling of search and social me-
dia have an emphasis on mining effective domain-specific signals to improve search
effectiveness in the corresponding domain. As indicated by Kirsch [68], this type of
social information retrieval system is characterized by the presence of three types of
entities including documents, queries, and individuals. A core strategy of many such
techniques is to identify experts or authoritative sources in a social network [73], and
analyze how social properties such as structures and influence can be passed through
paths between individuals in a collaborative flavor [63, 74] . For instance, systems for
answer retrieval on Community Question Answering platforms achieve better perfor-
mance by modeling answerers’ expertise and ratings voted by the participants in the
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same threads [128]. Search on literature collections is another example where per-
formance is highly dependent on relations between citations and co-authors networks
[58].
Leveraging external data can also benefit searching social information. Enriching
social posting representation becomes particularly important for microblog services
such as Twitter. This is mainly because the messages posted are limited to 140 char-
acters in length, compacting linguistic expressions and producing many abbreviations
or slang [117]. To overcome the term mismatch problem, one attempt proposed by
Kim et al. [66] expanded Tweets containing URLs with the content of the linked
documents and expanded queries using pseudo-relevance feedback. McCreadie and
Macdonald [86] have discussed similar findings that indexing the content of hyper-
linked documents is critical to Tweet retrieval.
2.2.3 Types and Sparsity of Integrated Sources
The classic hyperlink document network was first studied in the web context in
the PageRank [14] and HITS [69] algorithms. In this type of network, each vertex is a
web page on the world wide web and an edge is established when a page is hyperlinked
to another. Several link-based ranking methods [51, 102, 106] have been developed
to improve retrieval results. This type of network is often considered homogeneous
in a sense that the nodes share similar characteristics.
The prevalence of social applications has led to a range of studies on document
networks based on social media data. In addition to document networks, research
has looked into networks that encode information of different types of objects, which
is often considered as a heterogeneous network. Zhou et al. [132] explored a co-
ranking algorithm that separately ranks authors and documents based on coupling
two random walks using several networks. These include the author network, the
citation network, and the authorship network that ties the previous two together.
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Using a similar network, Sun et al. [116] studied the problem of clustering on a
DBLP database containing different node types such as author, paper and venue.
Wang et al. [122] studied Facebook’s heterogeneous social network, modeled user
interest using the network, and selected relevant advertisements for users.
One of the key differences of our research from most prior work is that previous
efforts on heterogeneous networks focus on the diverse information extracted from a
single collection, which is different from our proposed integration of web and social
corpora. The information network discussed in this dissertation can be considered
heterogeneous since the nodes are, as we described, sampled from collections of very
different characteristics. Consequently, the nodes may vary in text size, quality and
time scale of the information.
Although we hypothesize that connecting the web and social web sources can
enrich overall information, establishing such connections can be a challenge and the
resulting links can be sparse. The same type of sparsity problem has been found
in extracting anchor text, or pairs of queries and clicks in search logs, especially
for tail queries. Metzler et al. [92] proposed propagating anchor text across the
web hyperlink graph so that web pages lacking of anchor text can be enriched with
associated anchor text of their linked web pages. Yi and Allan [129] further proposed
a language modeling-based technique for discovering a web page’s plausible missing
in-link anchor text, based on the most similar web pages’ in-link anchor text. These
studies have shown that search effectiveness heavily depends on the density of links,
and indicated approaches based on anchor aggregation can address the problem of
link sparsity. Recent research [70][2] demonstrated that, using larger test collections
(e.g., ClueWeb09), the use of anchor text can be more effective for retrieval compared
to previous collections.
Likewise, click-through information usually suffers from the data sparseness prob-
lem (i.e., missing or incomplete click problem) where large volumes of pages receive
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few or no clicks. Craswell and Szummer [33] proposed a random walk approach on
the query-click graph to discover plausible missing clicks. Gao et al. [48] applied a
discounting method to smoothing click-through features for web pages with no clicks.
Yi and Allan [130] proposed using web content similarity to address click-through
sparseness.
2.3 Merging Multiple Result Lists
Developing effective methods for fusing multiple result lists into one is beneficial
to many applications such as web-scale federated search. A large body of fusing
techniques has been widely studied, and can be broadly categorized into two tasks,
namely data fusion and collection fusion, as discussed in the following. A brief in-
troduction to the applications of deep structures in the information retrieval field is
then presented.
2.3.1 Data Fusion
Methodologies for fusing multiple search results into a single one can be broadly
categorized into two families: data fusion and collection fusion. Data fusion refers
to tasks where a query is sent to multiple retrieval models that have access to the
same document collection, and the rankings from different models are merged into
a final single list [120, 126]. One main advantage of data fusion is that often the
merged list will have greater relevance than the output of any individual system [8].
Fox and Shaw [47] suggested several combination methods; among these, CombSUM
and CombMNZ showed better effectiveness by fusing results based on normalized
document scores and the number of systems containing a document. A follow-up
work [78] modified CombMNZ by replacing document scores with ranks. Aslam
and Montague [4] proposed to merge documents using the probability of relevance
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estimated for documents at given ranks. Borda-fuse [5] also merged documents based
on the ranks and no training data is required.
More recent developments in data fusion have laid an emphasis on techniques that
use training queries to estimate scores assigned to documents. ProbFuse [82] divides
each result list into equal length segments, and uses training queries to estimate the
probability that a document returned in a particular segment is relevant. SegFuse
[109] takes a similar approach and modifies ProbFuse by allowing variant size of
segments. Building on these techniques, SlideFuse [83] introduces a sliding window to
estimate relevance probability. A recent cluster-based fusion approach [64] considers
inter-document similarities created across the lists to improve merging effectiveness.
2.3.2 Collection Fusion
Collection fusion focuses on a related yet somewhat different task. In particular,
queries are issued to document collections that are disjoint or partially overlapped,
and the returned results are integrated and merged into a single list [20, 121]. Re-
sult merging is a challenging task as different retrieval algorithms may be applied
to different collections that may have different lexicon statistics. Earlier approaches
to collection fusion [21] used simple heuristics to normalize collection-specific docu-
ment scores for ranking. More recent methods approximate comparable document
scores with higher accuracy. A semi-supervised learning method proposed by Si and
Callan [113] trained a regression model for each collection, which is used to map
document scores into their global merging scores. Shokouhi and Zobel [111] assumed
that the ranking of sampled documents is a sub-ranking of the original collection, and
estimated the merging scores by applying curve fitting to the sub-ranking.
Collection fusion and federated search have been often used interchangeably [110].
Web-scale federated search has recently drawn much attention and become a com-
mon practice. To promote related research, the TREC federated web search track
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established reusable test sets from real world search engines and their results [37, 38].
In a web setting, a query is issued to a selected subset of engines (or verticals); this is
regarded as the task of resource selection. The result merging step then merges the re-
turned results from the selected resources into a single list. We only focus on the result
merging task in this paper. In TREC FedWeb 2013, the best performing approach
[96] fuses results by adapting the reciprocal rank fusion approach [29]. For FedWeb
2014, the best performing approach was submitted by the ICTNET group [49] where
they fused documents by combining signals such as ranks and text similarity.
2.3.3 Deep Structure Learning for Information Retrieval
Deep structured models have been successfully applied to many language related
applications such as speech recognition (SR), natural language processing (NLP) and
information retrieval (IR) [11, 12, 54, 108]. Deep learning techniques can learn high
level abstractions from training data which has been shown useful for both classifi-
cation tasks and semantic analysis. General structures of supervised deep networks
include the recurrent neural network (RNN), deep stacking network (DSN), deep neu-
ral network (DNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) [40]. RNN describes a
network that recurrently combines former activation states of hidden neurons with
current input layer features to predict the next output. It has been widely used in
SR and NLP tasks [88, 93], but not as much in IR. Most deep learning applications
in IR focus on the generation of semantic representations for queries and documents.
Deng et al. [39] first reported positive results with DSN models. The semantic rep-
resentations extracted with DSN have higher retrieval performance than traditional
learning to rank algorithms. Huang et al. [54] developed a DNN based architecture
to learn semantic models with clickthrough data. Huang’s model, namely the Deep
Structured Semantic Model (DSSM), achieved significant improvements compared
to many state-of-the-art latent semantic models. Shen et al. [93] further extended
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Huang’s model with a layer of convolution and max-pooling (which is the main idea
of CNN) and obtained even better performance than DSSM.
In our framework of fusing results, we choose the general structure of DNN as the
network for the fusion task. Compared with other deep learning models, DNN has
a structure that is simple and generative. With proper design of the loss function
in the output layer, DNN can be applied to most classification and optimization
problems, and it is easier to train than DSN. CNN showed better performance than
DNN in tasks of latent semantic analysis; however, it does not fit our problem since
our training instances consist of features that have a fixed number of dimensions as
opposed to a sequential structure. For a similar reason, RNN is also not appropriate
for our task, which leaves DNN as our best choice.
2.4 Building Evaluation Sets
Evaluation is critical for designing effective information retrieval systems, since
it provides a means to standardize how successfully systems perform based on some
measurements. Characterized by Jarvelin [61], evaluation of search systems can be
system-oriented, user-oriented, or both. Search effectiveness is one of the most im-
portant aspects for retrieval systems, among other factors such as efficiency, interface
tractability, and scale, etc. For decades, the primary approach to evaluating search
effectiveness has been system-oriented [27]. One of the most used methodologies,
often referred to as the Cranfield approach [26], is test collection-based evaluation
[50, 61, 104, 105], requiring a document collection, a set of queries reflecting users’
information needs, and a set of relevance judgments indicating which documents are
relevant to each query.
Creating the set of queries and relevance judgments can be very costly. There have
been several web test collections created for supporting reproducible experiments
at TREC. Examples include .GOV2, WT2g, and WT10g as well as recent larger
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collections, ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12. For large collections, relevance judging is
mostly done through pooling techniques [60]. Such techniques assemble and judge
results from multiple searches and systems, with the assumption that most relevant
documents will be found.
Even with the use of pooling methods, the judged results can be biased and in-
complete [19]. Given the bottleneck in gathering relevance judgments, Zhang and
Kamps [131] proposed to simulate queries and relevance assessments based on user’s
queries and clicks in search logs. For the Million Query Track at TREC 2007,
Carterette et al. [23] presented two document selection algorithms [22] to acquire
relevance judgments. Their results suggested that, up to a point, evaluation over
more queries with fewer judgments is more cost-effective and as reliable as fewer
queries with more judgments.
The use of crowdsourcing has received much attention recently for collecting judg-
ments. The act of crowdsourcing can be understood roughly as outsourcing a job tra-
ditionally performed by designated subjects to an undefined, generally large, group of
people in the form of an open call [27]. Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), containing
around 500,000 workers from 190 countries1, is one such example of a crowdsourcing
platform. A number of studies [1, 62] have been conducted for gathering relevance as-
sessments based on crowdsourcing, although it should be noted that domain expertise
can have an impact on the quality and reliability of relevance judgments [6, 67, 28].
To reduce the manual annotation effort, in this thesis, we present a different
method for collecting pairs of queries and relevance judgments automatically. In
particular, we exploit the relations between real user questions and their associated
hyperlinks on a Community Question Answering social platform, and use them as
surrogate information for creating queries and relevant judgments.
1https://requester.mturk.com/tour visited July 2015
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CHAPTER 3
DATA AND RETRIEVAL SETUP
3.1 Test Collections for Retrieval
This dissertation uses TREC1 data collections for the majority of the experiments,
which are created to support research for the information retrieval community by pro-
viding the infrastructure necessary for large-scale evaluation of text retrieval method-
ologies. Primarily, we use the ClueWeb092 document collection, consisting of about
one billion web pages in ten languages that were collected in January and February
2009. ClueWeb09 includes two commonly used English subsets, ClueWeb09 Category
A and ClueWeb09 Category B. The Category B subset contains approximately 10%
of Category A, with a high proportion of Wikipedia documents. ClueWeb09 is one of
the largest web page collections currently available, and has been adopted by TREC
web tracks as the official document corpus for four years. Table 3.1 summarizes the
general statistics of these collections.
The query sets used for evaluating the search effectiveness of different techniques
are collected from TREC. The TREC conference organizes annual tracks and creates
reusable test sets to foster related research. Through TREC, we have access to a
commonly available set of topics and relevance judgments for the ClueWeb09 collec-
tions. The topic sets we use for evaluating retrieval are accumulated over four years




Table 3.1: Statistics of the ClueWeb09 document collections.
Collection Document Number Unique Terms Total Terms
Category B 50,220,423 9,5242,664 439,3876,7411
Category A 503,903,810 540,003,058 379,153,232,090
Table 3.2: Statistics of TREC Web Track query sets used for evaluating retrieval.
Query Set #of Topics # of Judgments Title Length Desc Length
Year 2009 50 23,601 1.92 4.6
Year 2010 50 25,329 1.7 4.18
Year 2011 50 19,381 2.96 5.28
Year 2012 50 16,055 2.08 4.24
queries. Each topic has two forms, a short title and a longer description; we remove
stop structures of description queries using a previous methodology [55]. Table 3.2
shows the overall statistics of these topics.
3.2 Retrieval Baselines
For the search task, we use a number of retrieval models as reference methods,
covering a wide range of techniques including common baselines as well as state-
of-the-art approaches. The implementations of these retrieval models are based on
Indri [115], a language modeling-based search engine, which combines the language
modeling [100] and inference network [119] retrieval frameworks. We introduce these
techniques in the following.
Query likelihood model (QLM) considers the likelihood of generating a query
based on the language model of documents. Documents are then ranked by this
likelihood in response to a query. Using Bayes Rule, the formula is often written as:





where P (D) is the prior probability of a document, and in most cases is assumed
to be uniform, causing no effect on the ranking. P (Q|D) is the query likelihood
given the document, which is usually approximated by treating each query term as
a unigram, ignoring the impact of term dependency. The unigram language model
probability is calculated by maximum likelihood estimation P (qi|D) = tf(qi,D)|D| paired
with smoothing, where tf(qi, D) is the number of times word qi occurs in document
D.
Relevance model (RM) provides a formal retrieval model for pseudo-relevance
feedback and query expansion based on the probability ranking principle, which asserts
that search optimality can be achieved if documents are ranked by the posterior
probability that they belong to the relevant class R [103]. It was also shown that it is
equivalent to ranking documents according to the odds of their being observed in the
relevant class. Based on this assertion, the relevance model (RM) ranks the documents
using Equation 3.2 by making a simple word independence assumption. P (w|R) is
the relative frequency with which it is expected to see the word w during repeated
independent random sampling of words from all of the relevant documents. The
relevance model approximates P (w|R) using the conditional probability P (w|qi . . . qk)









Sequential dependence model (SDM), proposed by Metzlter and Croft [90],
goes beyond the independence assumption and models term dependency during re-
trieval using a Markov random field (MRF) framework. MRF computes a joint distri-
bution over some random variables, and is generally defined by a set of non-negative
potential functions over cliques in an undirected graph G. Specifically, given G, the
joint distribution over a query Q and document D is defined as in Equation 3.3.
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Here, C(G) denotes the set of cliques in G; Z is a normalizing factor; ψ stands for a







Metzlter and Croft [90] considered three variants based on the general form of
MRF, including full independence, sequential dependence and full dependence. Specif-
ically, the sequential dependence model assumes a dependence between neighboring
query terms supported by three different types of cliques as follows:
• CT : A set of cliques that contains D and exactly one query term.
• CO: A set of cliques that contains D and two query terms sequentially appearing
in Q.
• CU : A set of cliques that contains D and two query terms observed by any order
within Q.
During retrieval, the impact of each type of cliques is determined by a correspond-
ing parameter; that is, λT , λO and λU . It ranks documents by Equation 3.4, where
















The value of each feature function is calculated by the log-likelihood of a smoothed
language model probability for c. Empirical results in previous studies suggest that
setting the parameters λT = 0.80, λO = 0.15, and λU = 0.05 performs well. SDM has
shown state-of-the-art effectiveness with reasonable efficiency in various prior research
[56]; we consider this model as a strong baseline to which our methods are compared.
Latent concept expansion (LCE) [91] is a pseudo-relevance feedback technique
based on the Markov random field framework. Compared to a relevance model, LCE
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provides a mechanism for modeling term dependencies during the expansion process.
The central idea is to compute a probability distribution over latent concepts using
a set of pseudo-relevant documents in response to a query Q. Retrieval is then done
by incorporating the top k latent concepts with the highest likelihood into original
MRF model.
To obtain feedback terms, the top k pseudo-relevant documents, denoted as DPR,
are first retrieved based on the sequential dependence model, and the terms among
this set of documents are then ranked by Equation 3.5, where t is a feedback term. The
parameter α is used to smooth document estimation with collection estimation, where





exp{γ1SDM(Q,D) + γ2 log((1− α)P (t|D)) + αP (t|C)− γ3 logP (t|C)} (3.5)
As indicated by Equation 3.5, candidate term ranking is based on three factors
including the original SDM(Q,D) score, term likelihood among the pseudo-relevant
documents, and the damping factor logP (t|C) that prohibits highly common terms
in C. The selected top m terms, or latent concepts, are then incorporated into
the original MRF model for final retrieval. Typically, the free parameters can be
determined by n-fold cross validation.
3.3 Retrieval Effectiveness Measures
We evaluate retrieval performance using a number of standard and frequently used
retrieval measures. The precision of a ranking is one of the most important factors for
determining how well a search system performs. The measures for precision primarily
include mean average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative gain at
rank k (NDCG@k), and precision at k (P@k). We also capture the diversity of a
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ranked list using the measure α-NDCG when appropriate. Each of these measures
are defined over a set of query rankings, where each document in each ranking is
annotated with a relevance judgment. In some test collections, sub-topic relevance
judgments for query-document pairs are provided for evaluating the diversity of a
ranking. Statistical differences are computed using two-tailed Student’s t-test, with
statistical differences reported at the level of p-value < 0.05.
For the TREC test collections, relevance judgments were gathered using a judg-
ment pooling method, where, for a query topic, a range of different retrieval systems
are used to provide between 50 and 100 documents to a pool. The documents in the
pool are then annotated by human assessors using either a binary or a multi-valued
classes. Binary class indicates that each document is either relevant or non-relevant
to the query topic. Multi-valued class marks documents using a scale indicating the
degree to which the document is relevant to the information need. If there is no rel-
evance judgment for a document, it is assumed not to be relevant to the information
need. In more recent TREC test sets, for the purpose of emphasizing the diversity
of a ranking, each query topic is structured as a representative set of subtopics, each
related to a different user need. Documents are judged with respect to the subtopics,
where a binary judgment as to whether or not the document satisfies the information
need associated with the subtopic is made by NIST assessors.
Below we introduce in detail the commonly used effectiveness measures for eval-
uating a ranking:
Precision at k (P@k) evaluates a ranking using a binary basis. It is defined
as the fraction of the top k ranked documents that are judged relevant to the input
query topic. For a set of queries, P@k is computed by taking the average of P@k
of each query. P@k of a single query is defined as in Equation 3.6, where Rq is the







Average Precision (AP) computes, for a query, the average of precision at each
point where a relevant document is found. AP is approximately the area under a
precision-recall curve, and is defined as in Equation 3.7. As the same with P@k, Rq
is the set of relevant documents for the query q. I(dk ∈ R) is an indicator function
that returns 1 if the document at rank k is in the set of relevant documents, and 0
otherwise. The parameter k is defined as the maximum rank considered, and it is






P@i · I(dk ∈ Rq) (3.7)
Mean Average Precision (MAP) is defined based on average precision, which







Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is defined as the average of the reciprocal rank
of a sample of queries. The reciprocal rank of a query response is the multiplicative
inverse of the rank of the first correct answer, as shown in Equation 3.9, where









Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at k (NDGC@k) is a graded re-
trieval effectiveness measure that takes into account the rank of each document and
its graded relevance [57]. The measure is normalized using an optimal ranking, where
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the relevant documents are ranked in decreasing order of relevance above all non rele-
vant documents. The unnormalized discounted cumulative gain (DCG@k) is defined
as in Equation 3.10. Here, rq,i is the relevance score of the document at rank i, for
query q.






Ideally, a ranking is preferred when higher relevance is found at upper ranks.
Based on the DCG@k of an ideal ranking, NDCG@k is accordingly defined as in






Alpha Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at k (α-NDCG@k), rather
than evaluating the precision of retrieved results as the preceding measures, aims at
reflecting the diversity and novelty of a ranked list. Modeling users’ information need
as a set of nuggets, the core idea of α-NDCG is to penalize redundancy in the ranked
list, i.e., how much of the information in each retrieved relevant document the user
has already obtained in earlier ranks [25]. α-NDCG has been adopted as a standard
measure for the diversity tasks in TREC conference.
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CHAPTER 4
SEARCH WITH SOCIAL ANCHORS
4.1 Overview
Anchor text has been widely used in web search as an effective complement to web
page content. It was shown to resemble user queries and thereby bridges the infor-
mation gap between query and document representations [45]. While incorporating
anchor text has demonstrated strong effectiveness for navigational queries, it is less
clear how it applies to informational queries of more complex search intent.
To seek similar sources that can complement general web content with additional
in-depth discussions, we observe that many social postings contain links to web pages,
although typically anchor text is not present. Compared with traditional media,
which is usually more about broadcasting, social media services are designed for feed-
back and conversations from interested users, encouraging voluntary contributions
and participation [85] [84] [36]. Social media also encourages the formation of com-
munities or groups of special interest, stimulating the users’ willingness to provide
useful information. As a result, social discussions and communications can be poten-
tially more helpful in terms of text descriptions.
Figure 4.1 shows, for the TREC query topic Texas border patrol, real examples of
social anchors and typical anchor text pointing to web documents of the ClueWeb09
collection. Anchor text appears less informative in this case, where only vague de-
scription station list that refers to border guard stations is found. Meanwhile, social
anchors provide more precise information such as Texas has the longest stretch of the
border of any State ... or Border Patrol Sector Map that matches the original query
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topic in terms of text descriptions. These examples show that social platform users
can, as a convention, provide more informative descriptions to certain topics.
The example in Figure 4.1 presents the potential of incorporating social signals as
new types of features into a retrieval algorithm. We hypothesize that using this type
of socially-constructed auxiliary information can improve search on the general web.
Our approach starts by collecting social anchors pointing to web pages of a static
document collection, with social postings primarily collected from blogs. Based on
the collected social anchors, we devise and extract social features that may capture
the relevance of documents to an information need. A feature-based linear model,
providing high flexibility, is then adopted to combine social features together for
ranking.
To investigate the hypothesis, we evaluate using TREC Web Track queries that
are usually considered more informational, as opposed to navigational. We perform
extensive comparisons with retrieval enriched by typical anchor text, as well as exist-
ing approaches that consider factors such as link structure and spam filtering. Feature
analysis is also conducted to reveal the relative importance of the social signals in
terms of retrieval.
4.2 Collecting Social Anchors
To collect social anchors for a web page, an exhaustive search on the web would be
infeasible for our experiments. Perhaps an appropriate alternative is to acquire direct
access to the databases of social platforms, and perform link analysis to identify a set
of social postings pointing a particular web page. These social sites, unfortunately,
do not usually provide copies of their collections, and crawling can be difficult due
to service limitations. Many platforms, however, do provide search APIs for access












This Officer To Enforce Our Failed 
2:51 pm The Border Patrol is a federal 
agency, right? Surely we can track down 
the employment agreement this guy 
signed to see if he gave up his 1A rights.
Border Patrol Sector Map
U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP) Official Site Link: 
http://www.customs.gov/xp/cgov/home.xml
List of Border Patrol Stations By State 
and the Sector Map
http://www.honorfirst.com/stationlist.htm
Texas border patrol 
<a href="URL"> Station List </a Anchor Text
Social Anchor
Figure 4.1: Examples showing the potential of incorporating social signals as new
types of features into retrieval algorithm. Compared with typical anchor text, social
anchors can provide more discussions and descriptions regarding a topic.
opportunity of obtaining postings containing web URLs, thus equivalently postings
linking to web pages.
Denoting a web document as d and its URL as durl, we start by issuing a durl
of interest as a query to a number of commercial search APIs. In this stage, we
collect all possible returned results by using each API effectively as an inverted index.
Different APIs allow different numbers of query requests and returned results. We
iteratively send requests using different start and end offsets so as to collect the
maximal results available. We do not consider the ranks of the returned results; the
possible experimental bias, if any, from the ranking algorithms of these commercial
search engines is thus minimized. In the next step, we examine the returned results in
detail and remove those that are not from social domains or do not exactly contain the
query string durl. After this filtering process, the set of remaining results is regarded
as social anchor pages pointing to a web document d, from which we extract the title
and surrounding texts as a form of social anchor text for d.
We consider a number of search APIs for the collecting process, including the
Omgili API, Twitter REST API, the Google Blog API, the Google Web Search API
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Table 4.1: Statistics of returned results using 2000 random URLs as queries on dif-
ferent search APIs.
Search API Num URLs Avg Results
Omgili 14 5.71
Twitter 7 23.57
Google blog 255 14.82
Google web 42 4.90
Bing search 622 65.94
and the Bing Search API. To check whether sufficient incoming links could be obtained
while keeping the search process efficient, we conduct a preliminary study to get an
idea about the density of returned results using 2000 seed URLs randomly selected
from ClueWeb09. Table 4.1 shows the number of URLs out of the 2000 that have
at least one result using the specific API, as well as the average number of returned
results per durl. Based on these statistics, we adopt the Bing Search API and the
Google Blog API for collecting social anchors in our main experiments, given that
the results from other APIs are too sparse.
Lastly, we need to determine which domains or platforms can be regarded as
“social”. As Google Blog API returns only documents from blogs, we aggregate the
domains out of the results returned from this API as a surrogate filter. In addition,
we include the domains extracted from the Wikipedia forum list1 and the Wikipedia
blog list2. Overall, we obtain 20315 different social domains, with the majority of
those being blog platforms.
4.3 Social Anchors for Retrieval
Approaches that combine different evidence, text representations or search strate-




retically, better effectiveness than a single system in most cases [34]. We hope to
combine diverse social signals extracted from social anchors for search, where the aim
is to achieve better performance based on the complementary information. We opt
for a simple feature-based model for this task, which provides the advantage of com-
putational simplicity, an interpretable model form, as well as the ability to compute
certain diagnostic information about the quality of the fit.
4.3.1 Feature-based Linear Model
Recall that, in Section 3.2, we introduced the sequential dependence model (SDM)
proposed by Metzler and Croft [90] as a strong baseline. SDM takes into account de-
pendency of query terms and combines diverse text features during retrieval, which
has consistently demonstrated state-of-the-art search performance [56]. Given the
effectiveness of the SDM framework, we use a feature-based linear model to fur-
ther incorporate the social anchor features for retrieval, as in Equation 4.1. Here,
θj is the weight for the jth social anchor feature defined by the feature function
φj. Section 4.3.2 will detail the social features devised for enriching the web pages
representation that can be helpful indicating its relevance.




Our goal is to maximize a retrieval performance measure such as MAP or NDCG
using Equation 4.1, which is parameterized on Θ = {θSDM} ∪ {θj}Mj=1 over a set of
training queries. Several learning approaches can be used for the purpose of parame-
ter estimation. The coordinate ascent algorithm proposed by Metzler and Croft [89]
has been demonstrated to achieve high effectiveness for a typical linear model [35] [9].
While we adopt this algorithm in our experiments for both its simplicity and ef-
fectiveness, other typical learning-to-rank alternatives, linear or non-linear, can be
considered for estimating parameters of feature-based models.
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Largely used for unconstrained optimization problems, coordinate ascent itera-
tively maximizes a multivariate objective function by solving a sequence of scalar
optimization subproblems. The algorithm searches over each coordinate axis and an
ascent is made along one direction at a time. Specifically, it iteratively improves the
estimate of the solution by maximizing over a selected coordinate θ′ ∈ Θ with all
other Θ − θ′ fixed. The process is repeated until certain requirements are met, such
as bounded gain compared to previous iteration. In our experiments, the parameters
λT , λO and λU are set to 0.85, 0.15 and 0.05 according to consistent results in [90] [9].
The rest of the parameters Θ are estimated using coordinate ascent based on n-fold
cross validation.
4.3.2 Social Anchor Features
The features based on social anchors can be classified into two types. The first
type is query dependent that can be extracted from the social anchor texts. Previous
research [45] suggests that counting the number of times that query terms match
the anchor text may reflect the degree of relevance of the document to which the
anchor page points. Accordingly, we propose four query dependent features from
both micro and macro perspectives. A web document d can have a number of linked
social anchors; a macro view on the anchors combines all anchors and renders a single
virtual representation, whereas a micro view considers each anchor page individually.
Table 4.2 summarizes the set of devised features.
• MacroBin computes the percentage of query terms existing in the single ag-
gregated social anchor. The computation is based on whether or not a term
exists (i.e., binary), as opposed to relying on the frequency of the terms. This
feature provides a simple yet effective estimation on the degree of vocabulary
consistency. The general notion is that the more matches between the anchor
text and the query, the more relevant the document that the anchor points to.
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Table 4.2: Query dependent and independent social anchor features.
Query Dependent
MacroBin Percentage of query terms contained in aggregated social anchor
MicroBin Average percentage of query terms contained in each social an-
chor
MacroLM Likelihood of aggregated social anchor generating a query
MicroLM Average likelihood of each social anchor generating a query
Query Independent
NumAnchors Number of social anchors pointing to a document
NumDomains Number of different social domains the social anchors come from
ElapsedTime Average elapsed time between the creation time of each social
anchor and the current time
• MicroBin, likewise, considers the binary existence of query terms in each social
anchor pointing to d, and aggregates the percentages by taking an average
among all social anchors. The features of binary query terms inclusion can be
effective even for documents having only a limited number of social anchors.
• MacroLM calculates the probability of the language model of the single virtual
social anchor generating the query terms. Language model features consider the
number of times query terms occur in social anchor text, providing a numerical
estimate compared to binary inclusion. We adopt the definition of a unigram
language model [114] for its simplicity.
• MicroLM, based on similar idea, computes the likelihood of each individual
social anchor language model generating the query terms, which are then com-
bined into an average value.
The second type of feature is independent of the content of the query, and are
extracted from the properties of social anchor pages. Features such as PageRank [14]
and HITS [69] estimate document priors based on link analysis without consideration
of text content, which have demonstrated effective performance for large web collec-
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tions. Based on a similar idea, Table 4.1 lists the features characterized by the link
structure and time information from the social anchor pages.
• NumAnchors counts the number of social anchors pointing to a document d.
This in-degree feature can be interpreted as a measure of the popularity of d.
• NumDomains counts the number of different social domains the social anchors
come from for a document d. As suggested by Dou et al [43], anchor text from
web sites of different domains should be considered as stronger evidence than
that from the same site. We consider the diversity of social anchors by counting
the number of different social domains from which the social anchors come. We
hypothesize that the more different social domains associated with a document
d, the more likely d is popular and more relevant to a topic.
• ElapsedTime records, for a document d, the average elapsed time between the
creation time of linked social anchors and the current time3. Our hypothesis is
that social discussions are usually time sensitive and certain query topics could
be more popular than others within a specific period of time.
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Setup for Reference Approaches
The document collection we used is ClueWeb09 Category B, containing a sample
of roughly 50 million English web pages of the entire ClueWeb09 crawl. We consider a
number of reference approaches for performance comparison. Query likelihood model
(QLM), which assumes term independence during retrieval, is included as a common
baseline. The sequential dependence model (SDM) is used as a strong reference
3This was 10/27/2011 when our experiments were conducted.
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method. SDM is also used to provide the initial list of retrieved documents based on
which re-ranking is conducted.
Our experiments take into account the impact of standard anchor text, the link
structures such as PageRank or HITS, spam filtering, as well as anchors from all
general domain for comparison. We detail each setup below.
• Anchor Text: We extract standard anchor text as in previous work from ClueWeb09
Category B using the harvestlinks method supported by Indri [115]. Based on
the set of collected anchor text, we build an additional index, denoted as IDXA,
that combines the anchor texts into document representations. We thereby
examine the impact of standard anchor text using +IDXA.
• PageRank: We compute the PageRank score in ClueWeb09 Category B as doc-
ument priors that can be linearly combined into SDM. Runs with the PageRank
prior are annotated with +Pr.
• General Anchors: In addition, recall from Section 4.2 that we have an an-
chor collection from all general domains. As a comparison, we apply the same
methodology, as well as the same set of features, to the general anchor collec-
tion. The use of general domain documents make it possible for us to compare
across results and identify if social signals can be more useful. Runs with the
features extracted from general anchors are annotated with +Fg.
• Spam classifier: One issue regarding using SDM to construct the initial list is
that the ClueWeb09 collection is known to contain many spam documents. We
address the problem by applying Waterloo’s spam classifier [30] to the collec-
tion where documents with percentile-score< 60 are identified as spams, and










































Figure 4.2: Number of topics based on different (α, β)
4.4.2 Setup for Topics and Retrieval
All 100 queries from TREC-09 and TREC-10 Web track were considered in the
experiments. To obtain reasonable and representative evaluation results, we need
to assure a sufficient number of social anchors linking to ClueWeb09 documents.
For a given query topic, we should as well maintain a balance between the number of
relevant and non-relevant documents having social anchors collected, thereby avoiding
experimental bias if only relevant documents have social anchors. Two experimental
parameters are used to address these concerns:
• In a list of retrieved documents, the percentage of relevant and non-relevant
documents having social anchors should both exceed a threshold α.
• Among the sets of relevant and non-relevant documents that have social anchors,
the average number of social anchors should be higher than a threshold β.
Figure 4.2 shows the number of qualified topics according to different choices of
(α, β). In order to keep the test set associated with sufficient social anchors and bal-
anced between relevant and non-relevant documents, the selection of (α, β) = (0.1, 10)
appears reasonable to us. This indicates that at least 10% of relevant and non-relevant
retrieved documents have social anchors, and the average numbers of both are at least
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Table 4.3: Statistics of anchors collected from social and general domains for the set
of initially retrieved documents using SDM.
Social General
Num documents 512.52 609.97
Num anchors 13.48 39.40
Percentage relevant 6.27% 6.00%
Percentage non-relevant 11.46% 11.16%
Percentage non-judged 82.27% 82.84%
10. Accordingly, the final set of 36 query topics is adopted for evaluation in our ex-
periments, with roughly the same number of topics from years 2009 and 2010. Given
the difficulty of collecting social anchor data for TREC data set, the size of the re-
sulting query set is relatively small. However, for the purpose of demonstrating the
potential of social signals, we believe that the selection of informational queries and
a wide range of reference methods can compensate for the limitation.
We summarize the statistics of social and general anchors in the initial set of doc-
ument retrieved using SDM in Table 4.3. For each query topic, a thousand documents
are retrieved and stored. The average number of documents out of the 1000 that have
anchors is listed in the first row, showing a good number for both cases. We then
compute the average number of inlinks for the documents that receive at least one
anchor. Out of the documents with inlinks, we examine, for each query, the percent-
age of relevant, non-relevant and non-judged documents, and take an average over
the entire query set. Table 4.3 shows that there is no obvious bias towards relevant
documents. Unless otherwise specified, the experiments are conducted with social
anchors by default, rather than the general set.
For retrieval, the document corpus is indexed using Indri, and the documents
are stemmed with the Porter stemmer. Our experimental process is conducted by
first retrieving the top 1000 documents using SDM for each test query, which are
then re-ranked according to the selected algorithms. Therefore, the statistics shown
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Table 4.4: Retrieval performance using SDM and its combination with one single
social feature, denoted as SDM+f. † is marked for p-value < 0.05 compared to SDM.
model MAP P@5 P@10 N@5 N@10 MRR
SDM .1699 .2222 .2638 .1219 .1561 .2632
QDep
MacroBin .1789† .2888† .3083† .1775† .2025† .3887†
MicroBin .1775 .2722† .2916† .1617† .1983† .3686
MacroLM .1706 .2277 .2611 .1246 .1605 .2755
MicroLM .1700 .2277 .2611 .1190 .1568 .2617
QIndep
NumAnchor .1671 .2278 .2750 .1322 .1659 .2824
NumDomain .1700 .2500† .2611 .1464† .1727† .3254†
ElapsedTime .1690 .2167 .2611 .1239 .1591 .2633
in Table 4.3 stay the same for all the runs, since re-ranking does not change the
document sets. Evaluation is based on a number of common measures introduced in
Section 3.3. We perform 9-fold cross-validation and report the average value to avoid
over-fitting. The 2-tailed t-test is performed when compared to the baseline method;
significance is reported at the level of p-value < 0.05.
4.4.3 Retrieval Performance
4.4.3.1 Search with Individual Social Signal
We start by examining the effectiveness of including an individual feature. Ta-
ble 4.4 shows the evaluation results of incorporating one social feature, f, at a time
into the SDM model. Using features MacroBin and MicroBin results in significant
improvements compared to SDM, particularly for the evaluation measures on the top
retrieved results. For the features based on language modeling techniques, MacroLM
and MicroLM do not give as much improvement. This may be because the length
of the social anchor text is determined by the title plus the surrounding text, which
was selected as a window of 20 words, and thus the appearance of query words in
social anchor texts is de-emphasized. Despite the limited improvements, we still keep
the features because certain measures, such as NDCG@10 or MRR, can be improved
in some runs. Comparing the performance between Macro- and Micro- features, the
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Macro- features are slightly better than the Micro- features but no significance dif-
ference was found.
Table 4.4 also shows the results of using individual query-independent features.
The NumAnchor feature, which considers the authority of the web documents, unex-
pectedly did not produce large improvements in general, though the measures based
on early precision are enhanced to some extent. This finding is consistent with the
work by Koolen and Kamps [70], which suggests that link evidence such as in-degree,
whose main use is to separate the authoritative pages from less popular ones, cannot
contribute to effectiveness because of the characteristics of ClueWeb09 documents.
Specifically, the ClueWeb09 crawl is based on a PageRank/POIC policy as opposed
to typical breadth-first search [46]; therefore, ClueWeb09 documents generally have
comparable high importance compared to previous collections. The incorporation
of NumDomain can improve search performance especially for early precision. This
result implies that the diversity of social anchor pages should be considered for rank-
ing, backing up the findings by Dou et al [43]. The result of using ElapsedTime in
the coordinate ascent runs is not as effective; this may be because the social data
gathered is much later than the ClueWeb09 crawl, making the estimate less sensitive.
In addition to the parameters learned by coordinate ascent, we are interested in
understanding the impact on the performance when varying the feature weight θj of
the corresponding feature. To this end, we vary θj from 0.1 to 0.9 with θSDM = 1−θj
for each individual feature, and show the results in Figure 4.3. A common trend is
observed and shared among the query-dependent features. When θj is increasing,
the measures that emphasize the top retrieved documents tend to get higher until
some peak points are met, and decrease due to over-stressing the particular feature.
Meanwhile, the measure MAP exhibits an inverse trend where increasing the weight
for social features usually results in a performance drop. This observation is consistent
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Figure 4.3: The performance of SDM+f by varying the weight (x-axis) for the social
anchor feature f. Increasing θj usually results in decreased MAP, but can improve
measures for top retrieved results especially for query-dependent features.
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with Koolen and Kamps [70], where it was reported that anchor text is very effective
for early precision but not for the MAP score.
For query independent features, Figure 4.3 indicates that increasing the weight θj
tend to decrease performance measures in most cases. For comparison, we also plot
the performance trend for the PageRank feature, which shows very similar results.
The incorporation of content-free features, as a result, should be carefully dealt with
since the performance drops quickly if they are over-emphasized.
4.4.3.2 Search with Integrated Social Signals
In addition to studying features individually, Table 4.5 shows retrieval results of
integrated runs and reference methods. Consistent with previous work, Table 4.5
indicates that the selected baseline SDM is very effective compared to QLM. When
including PageRank as a ranking feature, SDM+Pr shows that there are improve-
ments in some cases but the differences are not significant.
For the SDM+IDXA run, while we do not see a significant boost on MAP as
reported in prior studies [2] [70], different system implementations, ranking methods
or query sets can account for this. Specifically, our approach is different from Koolen
et al [70] in that they built separate indexes for documents and standard anchor text.
However, we find significant improvements on early precision measures such as P@5,
NDCG@5 and MRR for this run. Another reason for the inferior performance of using
anchor text can be that the associated terms are more repetitive and lack diversity.
In particular, the ratio of the number of total terms to that of unique terms is 22.67
and 1.14, respectively for anchor text and social anchors; that is, for anchor text,
on average a term is used 22.67 times with many web pages providing the same sets
of terms. Computing the term entropy for each of the two sources, the results also
suggest that social anchor can provide more information with entropy 8.09 compared
to 1.91 for anchor text. In addition, we find that on average 78.54% of terms from
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Table 4.5: Retrieval performance of reference methods and the integrated results
using different social features. All runs are compared with SDM except for those
with spam filters applied, which are instead compared with SDM+Spam. † and ? are
marked respectively for p-value < 0.05 compared to SDM and SDM+Spam.
model MAP p@5 p@10 n@5 n@10 MRR
Baseline
QLM .1578 .1944 .2222 .1184 .1432 .2431
SDM .1699 .2222 .2638 .1219 .1561 .2632
PageRank SDM+Pr .1700 .2278 .2611 .1201 .1539 .2622
Anchor text SDM+IDXA .1604 .2333 .2472 .1442
† .1543 .2854
General SDM+Fg .1721 .2667
† .2861 .1727† .1894 .3807†
Spam filter SDM+Spam .1576 .2278 .2806 .1190 .1529 .3011
Social
SDM+QDep .1779† .2778† .3083† .1744† .2051† .3829†
SDM+QIndep .1698 .2556† .2667 .1468† .1729 .3359†
SDM+F .1799† .3000† .3167† .2064† .2297† .4238†
SDM+F’ .1816† .3167† .3278† .2124† .2316† .4176†
Social Plus
SDM+F+Pr .1797† .3000† .3278† .2094† .2372† .4471†
SDM+F’+Pr .1811† .3333† .3278† .2199† .2354† .4232†
SDM+F+Spam .1589 .3056? .3222? .2222? .2346? .4753?
SDM+F’+Spam .1617? .3389? .3444? .2411? .2483? .4782?
anchor text are covered by social anchors, while only 2.48% of social anchor terms are
contained in anchor text. This further indicates that using social anchors not only
provides enhanced diversity but retains what is typically used in anchor text.
To understand the utility of social signals, we compare the runs SDM+Fg and
SDM+F where the only difference is the data used for extracting features. The results
suggest that using only social anchors for ranking can be more effective than the run
that considers all general domains, validating the assumption that social resources
could provide important evidence about relevance.
Table 4.5 also shows the retrieval performance with spam filtering applied. Com-
paring SDM+Spam with SDM, we find that although MAP is somewhat degraded,
early performance such as P@10 and MRR increase significantly after the spam filter
is applied, which is consistent with the prior results [30].
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The main results that incorporate social signals suggest that using query depen-
dent features, i.e., SDM+QDep, is more effective than query independent ones, i.e.,
SDM+QIndep. More importantly, integrating all social features together (SDM+F)
produces significantly improved effectiveness. This implies that the two types of
features can be complementary, resulting in better performance than using either
one of them alone. Since the feature space is reasonably small (i.e., 7 social anchor
features), we conduct an exhaustive search on 27 = 128 combinations of F, by consid-
ering whether to include or exclude each feature and permuting all possibilities. The
SDM+F’ run, representing the run with feature selection, further improves the result
of SDM+F, where the selected feature set F’ = {MacroBin, MicroBin, MicroLM,
NumDomain, ElapsedTime}. Overall, incorporating the social anchors make a sig-
nificant difference to effectiveness compared with a wide range of reference methods.
Given the improved performance using PageRank and spam filters, it is worth
investigating the impact of further combining the social signals with those, which
we denote in Table 4.5 as Social Plus. As expected, the runs SDM+F+Pr and
SDM+F’+Pr show that incorporating PageRank can improve early performance and
should be included if one focuses on the task of web search. Considering the effect
of spam filtering, Table 4.5 shows that both SDM+F+Spam and SDM+F’+Spam
significantly outperform SDM+Spam. These results all support that incorporating
social signals can be effective across different experimental settings.
4.4.4 Result Analysis
We also investigate the relative importance of the social anchor features, as well































Figure 4.4: Performance variation percentage by removing a single query dependent





























Figure 4.5: Performance variation percentage by removing a single query independent
feature, compared with the result of the run of SDM+F.
4.4.4.1 Feature Ablation and Correlation Analysis
We conduct feature ablation analysis which directly captures the response of re-
trieval performance, as well as the correlation analysis that captures the degree of
consistency between numeric feature values and relevance labels.
The results of feature ablation analysis are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
Here, we inspect the performance variation when removing a single feature from the
universe set F, and show the percentage in the change of performance compared to
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Figure 4.6: Pearson correlation coefficients, Kendall tau rank correlation coefficients
and the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the social anchor features
and relevant class.
SDM+F. By definition, the more negative the deviation in percentage is, the more
important the feature being removed can be in terms of retrieval.
From Figure 4.4, we see that MacroBin and MicroBin are the most important fea-
tures for retrieval. On the other hand, removing MacroLM or MicroLM can actually
help improve the performance of SDM+F. This can be because the binary inclusion
features encode, to some extent, the information carried by the language modeling-
based features, as they provide a higher level abstraction which captures the degree of
term overlap. Thus it can be the case that the lost information by removing MacroLM
or MicroLM is recovered by the presence of MacroBin and MicroBin.
Figure 4.5 shows that NumDomain can be most important for retrieval among
the query independent features. The removal of NumAnchor has a positive impact
on performance. This result is consistent with previous work [70][31], showing that
the in-degree based feature may not work as well as in the “wild” web environment.
Finally, we see that the impact of removing ElapsedTime behaves differently according
to different measurements. In general, we find ElapsedTime is particularly akin to
early performance such as P@5, NDCG@5 and MRR.
Correlating the feature values with the relevance labels, the results of the corre-
lation analysis are shown in Figure 4.6. We also include the correlation result for the
SDM score, as it is the foundation feature based on which other features are incor-





















































































(a.)                                           (b.)                                                  (c.)                                          (d.)  
Figure 4.7: Retrieval performance (y-axis) trained on different retrieval performance
measures, including NDCG of the entire list, NDCG@10, NDCG@20, P@10, P@20
and MAP.
more important compared to independent ones. Within the query dependent set, the
binary inclusion features are more useful than the language modeling-based ones. The
analytical results for query independent features show that NumDomain has positive
impact on retrieval for all cases.
4.4.4.2 Training Measure Analysis
We are interested in understanding the impact of training using different per-
formance measures. In addition to using MAP in previous sections, we explore
the retrieval performance based on training using NDCG of the entire ranked list,
NDCG@10, NDCG@20, P@10 and P@20, as shown in Figure 4.7. Compared to
training on MAP, using other training measures causes the drop in MAP by an av-
erage of 10%, but can improve the early performance such as P@5 and NDCG@5
significantly. For example, when training on NDCG@20, P@5 and NDCG@5 can
be improved by 35.19% and 49.25% while incurring only a 10% loss in MAP. The
performance trained using NDCG, NDCG@10 and P@20 is comparable, whereas the
results are less effective when trained on P@10.
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4.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the notion of social anchors, which are constructed by
collecting blog postings with links to general web documents. We showed that in-
corporating social anchor features into the ranking function can significantly improve
search on web corpus, compared to a wide range of reference methods. Further an-
alytical results suggest that query dependent features tend to be more helpful in
search than the independent ones; however, incorporating both delivered the best
result, indicating the two types of features can complement each other.
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CHAPTER 5
SEARCH WITH INFORMATION NETWORK
5.1 Overview
Postings generated from social sites accumulate rapidly on a large scale and con-
tain diverse information. Although social applications tend to contain less formal
messages, the enclosed information can be both a useful and a unique resource for
addressing people’s information needs. As discussed in Chapter 1, social postings can
provide different perspectives, additional details, opinions and realtime reactions for
a wide range of topics. Chapter 4 presents the notion of social anchors and incor-
porates associated social features for ranking. While search with social anchors was
shown to effectively improve many baselines, one major limitation of the approach
is the limited range of social sources used, where the majority of data was collected
from blogs.
The different types of social information sources often diversify the perspectives
around a topic of interest. This property can benefit search tasks in that complemen-
tary signals extracted from different sources could be critical to retrieving relevant
content. This chapter extends the idea of social anchors, and presents an information
network framework that is able to integrate different social sources together in a uni-
fied manner. Figure 5.1 shows an example of how an integrated information network
can be useful for searching web documents, in response to the query Madam C. J.
Walker. Different social sources such as blog, microblog (e.g., Twitter), forum and
Community Question Answering (e.g., Yahoo Answers!) are considered, and com-



























No one ever got wealthy working for a 
living?
Madam C. J. Walker... How about that. A 
woman, born to an ex slave, worked 
hard, and died the first self made 
woman millionaire. I am starting to 
believe you do not just play an idiot on 
the internet.
what did Madam C.J Walker do
who was the first famous African 
American person to be a 
Madam C.J. Walker was the first African-
American millionaire #BlackHistoryMonth
Are you interested in websites about madam 
cj walker? http://bit.ly/eHemBd
February is Black History 
Month ... Thus began a 
lifelong interest in Madam 
C.J. Walker, the first female 
self-made millionaire. Sarah 
Breedlove was born the 
youngest and only free-born 
Figure 5.1: Example of information contained in social media collections for the
TREC query “Madam C. J. Walker”.
forum posts are usually more descriptive, providing information such as A woman,
born to an ex slave, worked hard, and died the first self made woman millionaire.
Tweets tend to be richer with metadata such as hashtags; CQA posts can provide
more precise information in response to the raised questions, such as What did Madam
C.J Walker do?.
An information network is essentially a graph-based framework, where documents
of different characteristics are related, allowing propagation of complementary infor-
mation through these connections. To integrate different sources, we first treat both
web documents and social postings as individual vertices (or nodes) in a network.
We then establish connections (i.e., edges) between the vertices using strategies that
exploit the topical and structural relationships between them. We particularly focus
on edges that connect vertices of web documents and vertices of social postings. The
idea is that, for a document d in a web collection, it is possible to augment d’s se-
mantics with complementary signals from social sources through the edges, providing
additional information for ranking. While current web search engines can retrieve
both social and web data in response to user queries, the connections between them
are not fully exploited.
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In practice, we consider the web collection ClueWeb09 and four large social me-
dia corpora for building the information network. These include a CQA collection
from Yahoo Answers!, a TREC blog collection, a TREC microblog collection and a
large corpus of forum data, together providing a representative spectrum of common
sources. Recall that in Chapter 4, to collect the social anchors, we issued web URLs
as queries to retrieve results from commercial search APIs. Although this approach
may provide results of higher density, as the target queries are specified specifically,
the mechanism does not generalize well, since any new web URL requires a call to
the dynamic service of a third-party tool. The use of static web and social collections
can prevent this problem.
After treating each document and each posting as a node, two approaches are
proposed to establish connections between them. The structural approach estab-
lishes explicit links by extracting URLs contained in social postings that link to web
documents. While explicit links are not always available, the topical approach com-
plements it by constructing implicit links based on measuring the content similarity
between them. For each type of social source, we devise a number of features that
are hypothesized to provide evidence about relevance for search. Similar to the social
anchors approach, a unified feature-based model that aggregates diverse information
is adopted for final ranking.
The idea of incorporating external corpora for information retrieval tasks is not
new. Diaz and Metzler [42] showed that pseudo relevance feedback based on outside
collections achieved more stable and effective results. Enhancing query formulation
or expansion [10, 123] is also possible when auxiliary data becomes available. While
previous approaches mostly focused on Wikipedia or newswire external sources, the
content contained in social media corpora was overlooked. This chapter studies in
depth the potential of integrating different social sources for improving search effec-
tiveness on general web collections.
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We evaluate our approach using TREC Web Track test sets. In particular, the fea-
tures derived from social media corpora are propagated through network connections
to augment the representation of a web document. We then use a learning-to-rank
framework to directly optimize the retrieval performance with the auxiliary informa-
tion. Further analysis is performed for understanding the impact of link density, the
types of social media sources used, as well as the types of links considered.
5.2 Constructing an Information Network for Search
Given a general web collection Cw to search, as well as H number of social media
collections C
(h)
s , our goal is to firstly construct an integrated information network N
based on these sources. We then hope to apply this network to search tasks with
an aim that the retrieval performance can be directly optimized with the additional
signals. In the following, we formalize the construction of an integrated network
N , including defining the network nodes and edges given the input collections. We
then propose a feature-based model that can incorporate different signals for ranking
documents.
5.2.1 Constructing an Information Network
Given a web collection Cw, we can create a graph Gw = (D,ED), where a node
d ∈ D represents a web document in this corpus and the edges e ∈ ED are defined
by the document-to-document relations such as hyperlink structure. Similarly, for a
social media collection Cs, we can analogously establish a graph Gs = (P,EP ) where
p ∈ P is a social posting in the corpus, and the edges e ∈ EP encode the relations
between the postings. Note that the edge sets ED or EP can be defined arbitrarily
depending on the applications being focused.
To facilitate information to propagate to different graphs, we connect Gw and





















Figure 5.2: Example of single-source and multiple-source information networks.
between all nodes D and P is Efull = {D × P}. It is, however, unlikely that every
such edge will be informative, or equally important; we can focus on a subset of more
important edges in Efull for lower computational complexity. We denote the set of
selected, crossing domain edges as EDP , which is essentially a subset of Efull.
Together, an information network N , which associates together the web graph
Gw = (D,ED), and a number of social media graphs G
(h)
s = (P (h), E
(h)
P ), where
h = 1 · · ·H, can be written as follows:
N = (D ∪ {∪Hh=1P (h)}, ED ∪ {∪Hh=1E
(h)





Following the definition, we denote a single-source network as Ns for cases where
exactly one social corpus is connected (i.e., H = 1). A multiple-source network Nm is
used when more than one social media corpora are connected with Gw, equivalently as
the union of multiple Ns. Figure 5.2 gives an example of the two types of information
networks. Ns connects a single social graph (i.e., Social A) with a web-based graph,
while Nm incorporates both social corpora (i.e., Social A and B).
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We discuss two approaches to constructing the edges, EDP , that connect the web
and social graphs. The first approach follows the idea of social anchors in Chap-
ter 4 that many social postings contain links to web pages. Accordingly, we harvest
hyperlinks from each social media collection and use those to construct EDP . We
denote this type of links as explicit links, since it requires the structural information
regarding which URLs are explicitly contained in the set of social postings.
Sometimes the density of explicit links from the social corpora to the web collection
may be sparse or insufficient. To address this problem, the second approach constructs
implicit links based on measuring the topical similarity between social postings and
web documents. Many heuristics can be used for estimating the topical similarity. For
example, resembling the concept of a vector space model, documents and postings can
be represented using vectors of terms of a universal vocabulary repository, and the
cosine similarity of v(d) and v(p) can serve as an approximation for such measurement.
More sophisticated topic modeling approaches, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation,
can be used to estimate the text-to-text similarity based on the distributions of a
number of unobserved topics.
We opt to generate implicit links using language modeling techniques based on a
“pulling mechanism”. Our idea is to treat a web document d as a query, and issue
the query to the social collection indices to pull a list of most related postings. The
fetched postings are then regarded as being implicitly associated with d.
To generate a query for a document d, we use a simple approach that combines
prominent terms extracted from that document according to their relative importance.
Specifically, we represent document query q(d) as a weighted combination of the top
10 words t1, . . . , t10 from d, in the order of non-ascending tf-idf scores:
q(d)← #weight({w(tj), tj}), j = 1, · · · , 10 (5.2)
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where the weights w(·) are computed using Indri’s default unigram language model
with Dirichlet smoothing.
The approach used for generating the document query is heuristic-based. The
choice of j = 10, for example, can be learnt based on held-out data. Other document
query approaches [65, 76] can potentially improve the quality of implicit links as well.
5.2.2 Performing Search with an Information Network
Similar to the incorporation of social anchors, we consider a feature-based model
that combines all evidence about relevance together for ranking. This section details
the model, as well as the approach we take to aggregate multiple social postings
associated with a document.
5.2.2.1 A Feature-based Model for Ranking
Given a constructed information network N , our next goal is to apply it to search-
ing documents in a web collection. For a web document d, we adopt a feature-based
model that combines the information from the connected social postings when eval-
uating its relevance to a query q. Specifically, for a query q and a document d, a
single-source network Ns computes the score Score(q, d) for ranking as follows:
Score(q, d;Ns) = Sw(q, d) + Ss(q, d, {p})
= θ0 · s0 +
k∑
i=1
θi ·Ψi(q, d, {p})
(5.3)
The model in Equation 5.3 evaluates the relevance of document d to query q based
on two parts. The first scoring function Sw operates on web collection and produces
an estimate using solely q and d. The second ranker Ss bases its estimation on d’s
connections with the social graph. In particular, Ss takes into account the set of social
postings {p} that belong to the social media corpus selected, i.e., p ∈ P , and have
connections, explicitly or implicitly, with d, i.e., edge(d, p) ∈ EDP . The function Ss is
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implemented with k feature functions Ψi|ki=1 that featurize the characteristics of the
linked postings, each associated with a weight θi indicating its relative importance.
The final score is determined by the weighted base ranker θ0 · s0 and weighted feature
functions θi ·Ψi.
For a multiple-source network Nm, we extend Equation 5.3 and concatenate the
features extracted from each social corpus to rank a document by Equation 5.4. The
final score for the pair (q, d) is based on the Sw score, combined with the estimate
from each social ranker S
(h)
s , where h = 1 · · ·H. The notation k(h) stands for the
number of features extracted from the hth social media collection. We concatenate
the features directly because a multiple-source network can be viewed as a union of
multiple single-source networks Nm = ∪Hh=1{N
(h)
s }, given that the web graph is the
same.
Score(q, d;Nm) = Sw(q, d) +
H∑
h=1
S(h)s (q, d, {p(h)})









i (q, d, {p(h)})
(5.4)
With the feature-based model described as in Equations 5.3 and 5.4, our goal is
to maximize retrieval performance by learning the parameters Θ = {θ(h)i ; ∀i, ∀h}. A
number of existing point-wise, pair-wise and list-wise [89, 125] learning to rank (LTR)
algorithms can be used for this purpose. We will discuss in later sections the selection
of the algorithms.
5.2.2.2 Aggregating Postings
Oftentimes, in a social graph, there are multiple social postings (i.e., {p}) linking
to a single web document d. As a single feature representation for d is required in the
learning process, we need to determine how to aggregate these postings together for
each of the feature functions {Ψi},∀i. A straightforward approach to do integration
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is to simply take the average of the values of each feature. That is, each feature Ψi is
computed as:






ψi(q, d, pj) (5.5)
where ψi denotes the feature function that extracts the feature value by taking q, d
and a single social posting pj as input, with pj ∈ {p}.
Although the average approach is simple and efficient, the connected postings
may not be equally important in terms of describing d. Intuitively, more related
postings may provide more useful information than less related ones. To estimate such
relatedness, we weight the document-to-posting connections using the log likelihood
of the language model of pj generating the document query q(d); that is, Ld,pj =
L p(q(d)|Mpj). This essentially captures the topical similarity between pj and d. As
shown in Equation 5.6, the likelihood Ld,pj indicates how important pj may be to d.






Ld,pj · ψi(q, d, pj) (5.6)
where pj ∈ {p}.
5.3 Web and Social Media Sources
Now we start describing in detail the characteristics of the data sources used,
followed by the introduction to the set of features extracted from the social media
collections.
5.3.1 Collection Information
We adopt a recently collected large web snapshot, ClueWeb09 Category B, as
the web collection to search. We understand that web collections may also include
social content. Compared with Category A, the Category B subset contains a larger
proportion of Wikipedia pages, which are often considered formal and of high quality.
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Therefore, this subset appears to be a better fit for approximating data sources that
are less similar to social media.
We further consider four types of social media collections for building an integrated
network. These include Community Question Answering (CQA), blog, microblog
(mblog) and forum data. To increase the likelihood of connections between these col-
lections and ClueWeb, we attempted to use data that was collected at approximately
the same time, but this has been difficult.
For the CQA collection, we obtain Yahoo Webscope L61 and a more recent one-
month Yahoo! Answers crawl2. Each CQA posting is organized to contain four fields,
including subject, content, best answer, and the aggregation of the rest of answers.
In total we have 4,699,032 posts collected. There are also associated metadata such
as asker, best answerer, and time etc; these are kept separately from the text content.
We adopt the TREC BLOGS083 document set as the blog collection. Suggested
by Parapar et al [99], proper pre-processing of blog posts and comments is critical to
search effectiveness. Following their extraction strategy, we collect in total 28,488,766
blog posts (i.e., permalink documents), where each posting contains a main body of
text and an optional field of comments.
The microblog collection is compiled using the TREC Tweets20114 document set.
This gives us a total number of 16,141,812 tweets. In addition to the 140-character-
limit content, each tweet is associated with some metadata such as if it is a re-tweet
or the number of hashtags in that tweet. Note that only a subset of Twitter API
supported data is available in this collection.
1http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/




Table 5.1: The density of explicit links to web documents of ClueWeb09 Category B
for the different types of social media collections.
CQA blog mblog forum
Npost 4,699,032 28,488,766 16,141,812 17,410,456
Nlpost 192,218 643,379 6,164 284,603
Ratio 4.09% 2.26% 0.04% 1.66%
Nlink 313,963 1,065,185 6,230 377,720
avg Nlpp 1.63 1.66 1.01 1.33
We also use a large collection of forum data collected by the Linguistic Data
Consortium5 as part of the Broad Operational Language Technology project (BOLT)6.
The dataset was assembled by splitting each thread into posts, resulting in a total
number of 17,410,456 posts (documents). Each post has a headline field which is the
same as its original thread headline. The dataset spans a wide range of discussions
including politics, education and health among others.
5.3.2 Explicit Link Density
As described previously, an explicit way to establishing connections between web
and social media corpora is to extract hyperlinks contained in social postings that
link to web pages. Given these four social collections, we harvest all links in social
postings and compare them with the URLs of the documents in ClueWeb09 Category
B. Table 5.1 reports the statistics for these connections, where Npost denotes the
total number of postings, with Nlpost being a subset that have links to ClueWeb09
Category B. The results show that only 0.04% to 4.09% of social postings have links
to the web collection (i.e., Ratio = Nlpost/Npost), with CQA being the most linked





shows far less explicit links than other three sources, i.e., approximately forty times
less than the next largest percentage 1.66% as in the forum source. This may imply
that the characteristics of microblog are quite different from others. This suggests
the connections are sparse if only explicit links are used, highlighting the necessity
of constructing implicit links. The sparsity may be in part because these collections
were crawled at different time periods without coordination. For the set of linked
postings, we also show the average number of link per posting (i.e., Nlpp) is within
the range of 1.01 to 1.66 for the four collections.
Among the postings that link to the web corpus, Figure 5.3 shows the relation
between the number of links to ClueWeb09 CatB each posting has , and the number
of postings with certain link number. Since this is a log-log plot, Figure 5.3 shows
that the two statistics follow a power law distribution; that is, postings containing
a small number of links dominate a significant part of the entire population. R2
statistics show the goodness of the fit. In the microblog collection, we note that more
than 99% of postings contain exactly one link and a posting at most contains three
links in our dataset.
5.3.3 Social Posting Features
We consider features from social media postings as complementary information for
describing a web document. The full set of features is listed in Table 5.2. Similar to
features devised for social anchors, two types of features are extracted, including both
query dependent and query independent ones. Given a document d and a query q,
the first type estimates the likelihood of the language model of a posting p generating
the query q, given that p and d are explicitly or implicitly connected (i.e., dp ∈ EDP ).
We also take into account the field-level likelihood as features, since different fields
are usually of different importance for that posting. For example, a best-answer field
of a CQA posting may be more important than an answer field.
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r square =  0.9146
y =  −3.3757 x +  5.7591
(a) ClueWeb09 CatA and Y6










r square =  0.7838
y =  −2.1537 x +  4.8661
(b) ClueWeb09 CatB and Y6








r square =  0.9848
y =  −7.7872 x +  3.8837
(c) ClueWeb09 CatA and YA










r square =  0.8688
y =  −2.4159 x +  4.5644
(d) ClueWeb09 CatB and YA
Figure 5.3: Linear fit of the logarithms of number of links to ClueWeb09 Category
B, and number of postings. X-axis and y-axis respectively shows log(#link) and
log(#post). The results are plotted for the set of postings identified with at least one
link to ClueWeb09 Category B.
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numQAsked number of questions asked by this post asker
numBestAns number of best answers provided by the best answerer of
this post
lenSubject number of words in subject
durResolved the duration between the asked date and the resolved
date




numPerlinkA number of total posts of this post author
numPerlinkB number of total posts of this blog
numCom number of comments of this post
Microblog post feature
postLikelihood L(p(q|Mpost))
isRetweeted is this tweet retweeted
isFavorited is this tweet favorited
numLink number of links in this tweet
numHashtag number of hashtags in this tweet




coherentP avg Jaccard coefficient with other posts in the same
thread
coherentH Jaccard coefficient with headline
numPost number of posts in the same thread
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The second type of feature considers metadata and statistics extracted solely based
on the social media graph, which is thus query independent. For the CQA collection,
we have a social network of askers and answerers. Accordingly, we extract features
that count how many questions and best answers provided by a specific user in the
history. We also include the number of answers acquired as an approximation of
the posting popularity. Suggested by previous work [80], the feature of the duration
between the time a question being asked and being resolved as well as the number of
answers acquired may imply how popular that question is.
The blog feature set considers the total number of postings that an author has
created in the entire dataset, hinting how active that blogger is. Also, we compute
the total number of postings produced in a blog site, with a larger number implying
more user activity. The number of comments in a blog post provides how popular
the post is among the crowd.
We consider a general re-tweet network for the microblog collection. Features that
are based on whether this tweet is a re-tweet or how many times this tweet has been
retweeted are included. We also obtain the number of entities contained in a Tweet,
along with the number of hashtags and number of mentions as features.
Finally, for forum collection, there is a limitation that only the non-unique user
names were provided by the dataset, and each thread stands alone from the rest of
others. Due to such limitations, it is unfortunately impossible for us to model the
relations between different users. We, instead, consider the relations of posts within
the same thread, and estimate the coherency of a post by computing its Jaccard
coefficient with headline, and with the rest of posts in the same thread. Likewise, we
include the number of posts contained in a thread to reveal popularity.
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5.4 Experiments
We now detail our experimental setup, followed by results of extensive experiments
conducted based on the reference approaches and the proposed framework.
5.4.1 Setup for Reference Approaches
We evaluate our approach based on the web collection ClueWeb09 Category B,
containing a sample of approximately 50 million English web documents. Three main
approaches are considered for performance comparison, including the query likeli-
hood model (QLM), the relevance modeling approach (RM) [75], and the sequential
dependence model (SDM) [90].
Following the idea of external expansion proposed in previous work [42], we per-
form RM using the target collection (i.e., ClueWeb09 Category B), as well as different
combinations of the social media corpora as external sources.
Same as introduced in Section 4.4.1, we take into account the impact of anchor
text based on the hyperlink structure in target collection. We build a combined index
that includes both document content and anchor text for a document representation.
Runs searched with this index are annotated with IDXA.
5.4.2 Setup for Topics and Relevance Judgments
With a focus on searching web collections, our test set contains the 200 TREC
Web Track description queries compiled from years 2009 to 2012, together with their
associated relevance judgments. The choice of description queries is based on the
statistics of our preliminary study that suggest the density of explicit links tends to
be lower for the title queries. We remove the stop structure of these long queries
according to prior work [55].
Recall that previously in Table 5.1, the density of explicit links can be very sparse
for the given collections. We conduct the same analysis for the 200 queries as shown
in Table 5.3, which are based on the top 1000 retrieved documents using SDM. As
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Table 5.3: The density of explicit links to the top 1000 documents retrieved using
SDM, averaging over the 200 TREC Web Track description queries.
cqa blog mblog forum all
avg Sdoc 8.28 5.08 0.12 5.45 16.90
avg Slink 36.47 14.86 0.14 24.64 76.10
avg Slpd 4.41 2.92 1.17 4.52 4.50
avg Ratio 0.83% 0.51% 0.01% 0.54% 1.69%
expected, the density of explicit links is low, where the average number of docu-
ments that are explicitly linked, denoted as Sdoc, is 16.9. when all four social media
collections are used. This means that only 1.69% of the top thousand documents
are explicitly connected (i.e., Ratio). The average number of links received by these
linked documents, denoted as Slink, is 76.1, resulting in an average of 4.5 links per
document (i.e., Slpd). Further breaking down the 16.9 documents according to the
TREC relevance judgments, the results indicate that on average only 1.25 relevant
Sdoc and 0.99 non-relevant Sdoc were found, leaving the relevance of rest of 14.66 Sdoc
unknown. For this reason, in addition to the TREC collected relevance judgment,
we manually judged 2704 ClueWeb09 documents that are explicitly linked by social
media postings using a three-level relevance standard {0, 1, 2}.
Among the 2704 documents that are retrieved and manually annotated, 66.4%
were judged non-relevant (0), 15.8% partially relevant (1), and 17.8% relevant (2).
We denote the combination of our manual and TREC relevance judgments as the
combined relevance judgments. Unless otherwise specified, experiments are conducted
using TREC relevance judgments by default.
5.4.2.1 Setup for Retrieval
As the ClueWeb09 collection is known to contain many spam documents, we
apply Waterloo’s spam classifier [30] and retrieve only documents that are above
percentile-score sp(d) 60. Specifically, given S(q, d) as the relevance estimate of a
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ranker, Equation 5.7 shows that the final score of d goes to negative infinity if it is




S(q, d) if sp(d) ≥ 60
−∞ otherwise
(5.7)
To evaluate the utility of the information networks, our retrieval experiments
are conducted by first retrieving the top 1000 documents using SDM with spam
filters applied. Specifically, we adopt the output of SDM as the base ranker Sw
introduced in Section 5.2.2.1. Based on the initial document sets, we re-rank the
results with the feature-based model as described in Equations 5.3 and 5.4. For
learning the model parameters, we experiment with two list-wise LTR approaches
Coordinate Ascent [89] and LamdaMart [125] using the Ranklib7 implementation.
The retrieval runs are 5-fold cross-validated and the average results are reported.
While LamdaMart usually is regarded state-of-the-art, our experiments show that
using Coordinate Ascent often outperforms LamdaMart, which is consistent with
previous findings [9][89] that Coordinate Ascent is more suitable for cases with fewer
features. The following sections report only the Coordinate Ascent runs.
Web and social data indices are required for tasks such as document retrieval
and feature computation. All document collections were stemmed with the Krovetz
stemmer and indexed using the open-source toolkit Indri8. The top 1000 documents
are used for evaluation using a number of common measures introduced in Section 3.3.
During retrieval time, we use Dirichlet smoothing with default µ = 2500 on the
ClueWeb09 collection. At the level of p-value<0.05, a two-tailed t-test is performed





This section discusses various retrieval results. We start by introducing the per-
formance of the baseline methods, followed by the results based on our information
network framework. In particular, we show the effects of using different number of
links, different number of social media collections, and the type of links. Further
analysis on robustness of different retrieval methods will close this section.
5.4.3.1 Baseline results
Table 5.4 summarizes the performance of several retrieval baselines. Recall that
IDXA denotes the runs that consider the effects of using typical anchor text extracted
from the target collection. A high level overview from this table suggests that SDM
outperforms QLM and RM on target collection in terms of MAP, and is comparable
in terms of P@10 and NDCG@10. Considering the effect of incorporating anchor
text, the runs on the combined index appear to hurt performance in most cases.
Table 5.4 also compares the results of applying pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF)
techniques using different social media collections. Three major parameters need to
be selected for this technique, including the weight for the original query, the number
of documents for feedback, and the number of terms for feedback. We experiment
with a small set of parameters and settle down with (0.8, 10, 20) that gives the best
performance. The setting is the same for PRF on the target collection. Potentially
better performance can be achieved by searching the optimal parameters using held-
out data. For the runs where multiple social sources are considered, we divide the
weights evenly for each expanded set of terms. For example, if two sources are used
and the weight for the original query is 0.8, the weight assigned to each source is
then 0.1. Interestingly, we see that using the microblog source for query expansion
improves the results, showing its potential value for obtaining salient terms. As an
example, for the query mgb sports car, the selected expanded terms such as race,
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Table 5.4: Baseline retrieval performance. Best performance of each column is marked
bold. Significance test and ∆N@10 is compared against the QLM model where
?
represents improvement with p-value < 0.05.
MAP P@10 N@10 ∆N@10
QLM 0.125 0.241 0.196 −
QLM+IDXA 0.125 0.234 0.192 -2.0%
RM 0.124 0.252 0.200 2.0%
RM+IDXA 0.115 0.232 0.175 -10.7%
RM cqa 0.130 0.247 0.202 3.1%
RM blog 0.120 0.234 0.188 -4.0%
RM mblog 0.130 0.252 0.203 3.8%
RM forum 0.125 0.238 0.193 -1.5%
RM c+b 0.126 0.240 0.197 0.6%
RM c+m 0.134? 0.250 0.209 6.6%
RM c+f 0.128 0.245 0.200 2.2%
RM b+m 0.128 0.246 0.200 2.1%
RM b+f 0.122 0.236 0.191 -2.8%
RM m+f 0.128 0.246 0.199 1.4%
RM c+b+m 0.128 0.246 0.201 2.5%
RM c+b+f 0.126 0.242 0.197 0.3%
RM c+m+f 0.132 0.249 0.205 4.4%
RM b+m+f 0.126 0.241 0.195 -0.5%
RM c+b+m+f 0.128 0.245 0.200 2.2%
SDM 0.135? 0.253 0.206 5.1%
SDM+IDXA 0.135
? 0.248 0.206 5.1%
idaho, and factory can augment the query with additional different perspectives. In
general, query expansion using social media collections seems to help performance in
most cases, although the improvement is not always significant. In some cases, there
are risks to conduct PRF on these collections directly since noisy terms can still get
in the way. In later sections, we will show that our information network framework
has the merit to incorporate social signals more effectively.
In the following sections, we use SDM as the main baseline for comparison, because
of its better effectiveness compared to the rest of baseline methods. Recent work [56]
also indicates the SD model demonstrates state-of-the-art search performance.
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5.4.3.2 Effects of link density
We assume that excessive or insufficient connections in the network can adversely
affect the overall performance. Accordingly, we study the impact on retrieval effective-
ness using different number of links as shown in Figure 5.4. As LTR approaches often
involve random searching (e.g., random initialization) in the algorithm, we repeat
the experiment 10 times at each of the number of links l ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50},
and report the average MAP result. Results are evaluated using TREC relevance
judgments, where both explicit and implicit connections are used. Note that, due to
scarcity, the number of explicit links used can be less than l even when l is specified.
We also compare the effect of average-based and similarity-based aggregation of the
features as discussed in Section 5.2.2.2.
For all social media collections, there is a general trend that, beyond a point, MAP
either decreases or stays flat with the growth of the number of links. Larger collections
such as the blog and forum tend to be less sensitive to increased link number, while
including excessive connections for CQA or the microblog collection decreases the
performance drastically. We believe this is because smaller collections contain less
information for a query topic. In this case, additional implicit connections can end
up being noise, thereby hurting performance.
Figure 5.4 also shows that similarity-based aggregation consistently outperforms
the aggregation based on averages. In most cases, the advantages of the similarity-
based approach is more evident when the number of links grows larger. This validates
our assumption that not all links are equally important and weighting the graph edges
using topical similarity is effective in our dataset. In the following, the experiments





























































(d) ClueWeb09 CatB and YA
Figure 5.4: The impact of incorporating different number of links using different
collections.
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5.4.3.3 Effect of single and multiple networks
We analyze the impact on the retrieval performance by incorporating information
from single or multiple networks. Table 5.5 shows the results of the baseline and the
proposed approaches evaluated using TREC relevance judgments. In total, we test
four single-source networks, six 2-type multiple ones, four 3-type multiple ones, and
one 4-type multiple-source network. The number of links selected for CQA, forum and
microblog collections is 5 and for the blog collection is 30 based on the observation in
Figure 5.4. Note that using a fixed link number 5 for all collections produces similar
results on multiple-source networks, suggesting the optimal number of links is less
important when more than one source is considered.
When using implicit links, Table 5.5 suggests that incorporating a single source
network can significantly improve baseline performance in most cases. The best per-
formance is achieved when all four social media collections are considered, signifi-
cantly improving the baseline approach by 13% in MAP, 15% in P@10 and 17% in
NDCG@10 with p-value<0.05. Considering the effect of using two social collections,
the combination of CQA and forum appears to be particularly effective. When three
sources are considered, the performance of different combinations is similar. In gen-
eral, Table 5.5 shows that using multiple-source networks often outperforms using
only a single source.
Not surprisingly, when using explicit links, the results are very similar to the
baseline performance because on average only 1.25 + 0.99 = 2.24 explicitly linked
documents were judged by TREC (i.e., 0.224% of the a thousand documents). Al-
though some improvements were observed, the difference against the baseline is not
significant. For the same reason, the results using combined links are primarily dom-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4.3.4 Effect of connection types
To understand the impact of using explicit links, this experiment adopts the com-
bined judgments that contain both TREC and manual judgments. Table 5.6 shows
that the performance of SDM drops compared to using TREC judgments in Table 5.5.
This is because not all explicitly linked documents are ranked high in the ranked lists,
and identifying a relevant document lower in the ranking decreases the numbers.
The new results suggest a different finding on the utility of explicit links. When
explicit links are used, incorporating single source network can significantly outper-
form the baseline in many cases, and the performance gain is highly related to the
link density as shown in Table 5.3. For example, using CQA improves MAP by 15%
while using the microblog collection did not give any benefits. Some previous findings
remain in that the combinations of more collections tend to result in larger improve-
ment in effectiveness. Again, using all four social media collections produced the
best performance, with a significant 27.6% gain in MAP and 20% gain in NDCG@10
compared to the baseline.
The performance from using implicit links appears to be lower than that of explicit
links. The is because not all implicitly linked documents are judged in the combined
relevance judgment set, making the information less precise for the implicit approach
than the explicit one. However, significant improvements are still observed using
the implicit approach. Based on the combined links, we observe that results can
be improved compared to either implicit or explicit approaches when the density of
explicit links is relatively low. For example, the combined links of f, b+m, b+f, m+f,
b+m+f all show largely improved performance compared to using only implicit or
explicit links alone. The opposite result, however, has been observed for the runs
where the CQA source is involved. This in part can be a result of higher density

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.5: Robustness of using different single-source networks compared to SDM.
X-axis shows the percentage in performance gain or decrease.
5.4.3.5 Robustness
We have shown that incorporating social media-based signals for search can consis-
tently outperform state-of-the-art baselines. In addition to the effectiveness, we ana-
lyze the robustness of these approaches following the definitions in previous work [91].
Robustness is defined as the number of queries improved or hurt as a result of the
application of a method. A method is considered more robust and desirable if it
significantly improves a large group of queries while only decreasing the performance
of a small group.
Figure 5.5 compares the robustness using different single-source networks. The
results suggest using sources such as CQA, blog or forum appears to be comparable,
respectively improving 70%, 72% and 71% of queries with respect to the SDM ap-
proach. The blog and forum are larger collections in our dataset; as a result, their
wider coverage of related topics may provide better estimation for each individual
query. The CQA collection is unique in a sense that, due to its design, it potentially
provides higher accuracy information related to a query topic. The microblog source
seems relatively less robust than other types of sources, improving approximately 66%
of queries w.r.t. SDM. Although the size of this collection is reasonable, TREC query



















Figure 5.6: Robustness of using different multiple-source networks compared to SDM.
X-axis shows the percentage in performance gain or decrease.
When using multiple-source networks, Figure 5.6 shows the average results of
the use of different number of social media collections. In general, incorporating
more collections tends to produce more robust results. For example, when using all
four collections (type4), 75% queries are improved with respect to SDM, compared
to average of 69.8% when using only single source (type1). This suggests the use
of more collections has the advantage of being less likely to significantly harm the
effectiveness.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presents the use of an information network that connects heteroge-
neous web sources for improving search on web corpus. We emphasize incorporating
information from social corpora, which is overlooked in the literature. Overall, the
challenges we address in this framework include defining network connections, iden-
tifying useful features from information sources, and applying the unified model to
search tasks. The information network is highly flexible in that an arbitrary number
of sources can be chosen and integrated. More fine-grained communications between
documents are also made possible through different kinds of edges. Our experimental
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results demonstrate that the proposed approach can significantly outperform a vari-
ety of baselines, including the state-of-the-art sequential dependence model [56, 90]
and relevance model on external sources [42].
Our findings suggest that properly weighted (i.e., similarity-based aggregation)
multiple-source networks work the best in general. Although explicit link density is
far from sufficient, we can resort to approaches that construct implicit links. Com-
bining these two types of links can further boost the performance, suggesting that




FUSING HETEROGENEOUS SEARCH RESULTS
6.1 Overview
Social media content is valuable particularly to queries intended for results such
as time-sensitive events or community opinions. Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1 shows an
example search result page containing merged content from different search services
for the user query, wimbledon, which is a time-sensitive tennis tournament at that
time, and is popular across many social platforms. In this example, results from
more formal sources such as Wikipedia and news, as well as results from social media
including Twitter and Facebook, are fused into a single presentation for users.
Blending diverse results into web results has been adopted as a standard practice
by current major search engines. The task of fusing heterogeneous content drawn
from different collections are often referred to as federated search, or interchangeably
as collection fusion. Not only increasing the diversity of presentation, federated search
systems is preferred over centralized search alternatives for reasons such as efficiency
[110]. In addition, federated search systems can search the content of the hidden
web without crawling, producing results comprised of answers returned from multiple
verticals [110].
Prior approaches to federated search (or collection fusion) are mostly concentrated
on approximating comparable document scores from different repositories [21, 113,
111]. In recent years, the TREC federated web search track [37, 38] established
reusable test sets from real web search engines of different verticals, such as blog,
Q&A and other social sources etc. As more heterogeneous social media are added
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to the sources that need to be merged, developing effective techniques becomes even
more challenging. Better performing approaches for the result merging task in this
track take into account combined signals such as the number of engines containing a
document [96] and text similarity [49].
To fuse diverse content, we propose an optimization framework for merging re-
sults from multiple ranked lists. Our approach is motivated by recent work [107]
that presents the first attempt of using relevance judgments to directly optimize re-
trieval performance metrics such as MAP or NDCG. This LambdaMerge (or λ-Merge)
approach [107] has a focus on merging results from one single document collection,
which is often regarded as data fusion. While λ-Merge has demonstrated strong per-
formance in data fusion, it is unclear how an effective adaption to collection fusion
can be carried out. This chapter studies in depth the task of result merging, with a
focus on collection fusion where diverse results, such as blog or Q&A, are fused into
a single list. We extend λ-Merge in a way that the new framework accommodates
and considers the impact of drawing results from different verticals. Specifically, the
proposed approach learns a scoring function characterized by not only the quality of
documents and resources (i.e., ranked lists produced by different search engines), but
verticals that contain the most relevant content. The final ranking of blended results
is determined by directly optimizing the overall retrieval effectiveness.
Inspired by the recent success of deep structures [12, 40, 54], we use our model
to further investigate the potential of combining different ranking evidence using this
approach. In particular, we incorporate a deep neural network (DNN) for learning the
scoring function. The structure of a DNN is highly simple and generative, and can be
applied to most classification and optimization problems given proper design of the
loss function in the output layer. We note that the focus of previous studies is mostly
around learning representation [39, 54, 93]; we propose to apply deep structured
models to the fusion task.
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We evaluate our approach using two recent collections from the TREC federated
web search track, FedWeb13 and FedWeb14, which, for a set of queries, collect search
results from approximately 150 search engines of 24 different verticals. As an effort
to provide test sets in a more realistic setting, the organizers of this track selected
heterogeneous search services such as news, blog, and social to cover a wide range of
common sources used in current web; example social search engines include Reddit1,
Tweepz2, Tumblr3, and Google Blogs4, etc. Based on these datasets, features that
characterize the relevance of documents, the quality of ranked lists and the verticals,
are devised. Our fusing framework gathers these signals about relevance together,
and jointly learns to optimize the search effectiveness of the final merged list.
To be comprehensive, we conduct experiments for both collection fusion and data
fusion environments, using publicly available data from TREC FedWeb and TREC
Web Track, respectively. Further discussions regarding the comparison between shal-
low and deep structures, as well as the correlation analysis for features, will be pre-
sented.
6.2 An Optimization Framework for Fusion
Developing effective methods for fusing multiple ranked lists of documents is cru-
cial to many applications. Conventionally, unsupervised approaches use retrieval
scores or ranks to determine the final ranking of documents in a merged list. These
methods have merits that they require no training examples. It is, however, often
the case that learning-based approaches achieve better effectiveness, partly because






and optimized. This section first introduces an existing learning-to-merge framework,
λ-Merge. We then describe our extension by introducing vertical estimation and deep
structures.
6.2.1 Preliminaries of λ-Merge
The λ-Merge approach is the first proposed merging method that is trained us-
ing relevance judgments to directly optimize retrieval metrics such as NDCG or
MAP [107]. λ-Merge considers, for a query q, a set of reformulations {q1, q2, · · · , qN}
(including the original q), and the goal is to fuse the corresponding output result
lists {D1, D2, · · · , DN} into a single one. For each document d in the ith result list,
λ-Merge utilizes multiple query-document features xdi to capture how relevant d is to
query qi. In addition, for the i
th result list returned of the ith reformulation, a vector
of query-list features zi is created to estimate the quality of that ranked list. These
query-list features mostly focused on characterizing each query reformulation’s diffi-
culty and drift, including features such as query clarity score or the distance between
original and rewrite queries (e.g., random walk probabilities between queries).
The core components of λ-Merge consist of a scoring function f(xdi ; θ) and a
gating function g(zi; η), based on which the parameters θ for features x
d
i as well as η
for features zi can be learned. The model defines the final score of a document d by
re-weighting f(xdi ; θ) with the gating component as in Equation 6.1, where L is the




gi · f(xdi ; θ) (6.1)
In the implementation of λ-Merge, the scoring function f(xdi ; θ) is carried out
using a fully connected neural network with a single hidden layer of four neurons,
each having a tanh activation function. The hidden units are connected to an output









Figure 6.1: The proposed framework for merging results from multiple lists. The
final score of a document is determined by the document, list, and vertical feature
functions based on a DNN structure.
λ-Merge is to produce a single fused list with NDCG optimized. The training is done
by taking partial derivatives of sd with respect to the network parameters θ and η.
6.2.2 The Proposed Framework
Now we introduce our extensions of λ-Merge. To apply λ-Merge to collection
fusion, we incorporate an extra component that captures the quality of a vertical
into the framework. The idea is that the quality of a vertical in which a document
exists can affect the overall relevance of this document to a query. Figure 6.1 shows
the structure of our framework. Suppose that, for a query q, we have L search
engines drawn from a set of V verticals, each search engine producing one ranked
list in response to q. Typically we have V < L, meaning that multiple engines are
adopted for a vertical. The framework in Figure 6.1 first considers the feature function
f(xdi,j; θ) derived for a document d that is in the i
th ranked list belonging to the jth
vertical. The model then re-weights f by gi, which is defined as the softmax output
of the feature function g(zi; η) that measures the quality of a ranked list. Finally,
we incorporate the estimation for vertical quality by combining gi · f with hj. The
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weight hj stands for the softmax output of feature function h(yj;φ) that captures the
goodness of a vertical given the current search context. Overall, the model produces







gi · f(xdi,j; θ)
)
(6.2)
Inspired by the widely reported effectiveness of deep models, our second extension
investigates the potential of incorporating multiple hidden layers in an artificial neural
network for the fusion task. We take the definition of deep structures to include
properties that (1.) multiple layers of nonlinear processing units are incorporated
and (2.) the supervised or unsupervised learning of feature representations takes
place in each layer, with the layers forming a hierarchy from low-level to high-level
features [40]. As shown in Figure 6.1, the implementation of the feature function
f(xdi,j; θ) is based on a DNN structure.
6.2.2.1 Feature functions for scoring
We implement the scoring function f(xdi,j; θ) using a standard feed-forward artifi-
cial neural network that incorporates two or more layers of hidden neurons. Formally,
denoting lk as the input of intermediate hidden layer k and o as the output of neural
network, the projection process can be described as in Equation 6.3. Here Wk and
bk are the projection matrix and bias term for hidden layer k, and a denotes the




lk =a(Wklk−1 + bk), k = 2, 3, ..., N − 1
o =a(WN lN−1 + bN)
(6.3)
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We test the activation function a with both tanh and sigmoid. In practice, no





Similar to the implementation of f , we design a neural network structure sepa-
rately for the list feature function g(zi; η) = η
T zi and the vertical feature function
h(yj;φ) = φ
Tyj. The two networks both follow a standard feed-forward propagation,
and respectively taking query-list features zi and query-vertical features yj as input
layer signals. To determine the re-weighting component gi, we propagate g(zi; η)
through a softmax smoothing function as shown in Equation 6.5, where L denotes
the number of input rank lists. The same is done for hj using Equation 6.6. In the-
ory, these two weighting networks can incorporate deep structures as in the document
scoring network f(xdi,j; θ). This will require considerably more training data since list










6.2.2.2 Optimizing retrieval performance
The result merging task seeks a single ranked list by fusing multiple ones with an
aim of achieving retrieval effectiveness as high as possible. Accordingly, we train the
model parameters θ, η and φ to directly optimize NDCG@20 of the fused list using a
gradient-based approach. We note that other measures such as MAP or Precision@k
can be used.
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A problem that arises with the direct optimization of search effectiveness is that
the retrieval metrics are discontinuous with respect to document scores5. To overcome
the discontinuity of the objective, Burges et al [18] suggests it is sufficient to define
the λ functions for which some objective C exists (as opposed to defining C directly).
This technique is also used by the λ-Merge model. In our framework, it is sufficient to
learn the model by implementing the gradients with respect to the model parameters







The computation for these gradients can be decomposed using chain rule. Take







where the index d is summed over.
The former part ∂C
∂sd
can be solved by the λ functions in LambdaRank [17] as in
Equation 6.7. Here, d  j denotes that d has a larger relevance label than j, meaning
that d should be ranked above j. |∆NDCG@20| denotes the variation in NDCG@20











, we further need to calculate the latter part ∂sd
∂θk
of the decomposition.
Taking the fact that only the document scoring network involves θ, the gradients


































as we already know ∂C
∂sd
.
The computation can be done as in Equations 6.9 and 6.10.
























gi · f(xdi,j; θ)
)
(6.10)
Since the output of re-weighting network g(zi; η) goes through a softmax smooth-
ing before being incorporated into the model, the partial differential equations are
transformed according to Equation 6.11, where ∂g(zi;η)
∂ηk
can be inferred through the
process of BP. Similar computation can be done for
∂hj
∂φk
by replacing Equation 6.11

















βi = exp(g(zi; η))
(6.11)
6.3 Test beds and Features
Our experiments are conducted in both collection and data fusion environments.
This section describes the selected test sets for each environment, and discusses the
features in detail.
6.3.1 Collection Fusion Test Sets
Collection fusion refers to search tasks where a query is issued to disjoint or low
overlap document collections, and a single ranked list of blended results is created.
To this end, we use test sets derived from the TREC federated web search track
in years 2013 and 2014. The main reason for using FedWeb collections is that the
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track provides test sets in a more realistic web setting. Specifically, the documents
were collected from real web search engines as opposed to artificial ones such as those
created by dividing existing TREC collections by topic or source [52]. The test sets
contain the actual results of approximately 150 real web search engines drawn from a
fixed set of 24 verticals, each providing their own retrieval method and heterogeneous
content types such as news, travel, social etc. In each year, 50 official queries for the
result merging task were created, and up to 10 ranked results were crawled and stored
from each of the search engines6. We note that only the ranks are stored and no score
information is available. Graded relevance judgments are gathered for these queries,
following the conventions used in TREC web tracks, in 5 levels {Nav, Key, HRel, Rel,
NRel}. The main evaluation metric used in the FedWeb track is NDCG@20.
For both years of data, one characteristic of the document collections is that
search engines can return duplicate documents, although stored as different docu-
ment identifiers. This can happen even within a search engine, meaning that this
engine unexpectedly returned the same documents. To prevent rewarding merged
search results containing duplicate (relevant) content, we pre-process the document
collections using two steps. First, for each ranked list, we keep only one copy of
a document and discard any subsequent duplicates. The remaining documents are
sequentially moved to lower ranks following the original order. After the first pass of
processing, we check if duplicates exist across different ranked lists for a given query.
We assign the inter-list duplicates the same document identifier so as to let the merg-
ing framework know that they are actually the same. The official lists of duplicate
documents can be obtained from TREC FedWeb13 and FedWeb14 sites, which were
produced based on a number of heuristics such as identical smoothed URLs.
6FedWeb13 stores both snippets and documents of results while FedWeb14 only stores snippets
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6.3.2 Data Fusion Test Sets
Data fusion techniques combine the ranked lists of multiple document retrieval
systems to improve search coverage and precision. Different from collection fusion,
the retrieval systems operate on the same set of documents in general, and thus
the overlap rate across lists is much higher. Conventionally, existing runs submitted
to TREC are used to evaluate this task. We experiment with two years of TREC
Web Track data, WebTrack09 and WebTrack10. Using these newer data sets for
experiments provides the advantage that we are able to evaluate not only precision
but also the diversity of a ranked list based on the sub-topic relevance judgments.
The test set of each year consists of 50 queries; 71 and 56 runs were submitted to
2009 and 2010 respectively. We randomly sampled 30 ranked lists from each year for
the merging experiments.
6.3.3 Features
Our framework inherits the property of λ-Merge where features approximating
document relevance and list quality are employed together for predicting document
scores. We further incorporate vertical features in addition to those two categories.
Table 6.1 shows an overview of the feature set used for the experiments, which we
describe in detail below.
6.3.3.1 Document features.
Denoted as xdi,j, document features are used to describe the relation between a
query and a document. In Table 6.1, the rank features correspond to positions where
a document is assigned in a list. Reciprocal rank score 1/(60 + rank) is incorporated
for its reported effectiveness [29].
Typically a document should be promoted in the final ranked list if more search
systems deem it relevant. As such, the co-exist feature counts the number of result
lists (i.e., search systems) in which a document appears. In the special case of FedWeb
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Table 6.1: Document, list and vertical features used for learning to merge results.
Partial features are only applicable to either FedWeb (F) or WebTrack (W).N denotes
the total number of documents in a result list.
Feature Descriptions Avail
query-document feature
Rank rank, 1/(60+rank) F, W
Co-exist number of lists a document exists F, W
Exist exist-within/original-length F




mCo-exist mean of document co-exist scores of entire list F, W
mCo-exist-k mean of document co-exist scores of top k results, k ∈
{10, 20, 30}
W
mScore mean of document (normalized) scores F, W
Ratio-1 ratio of documents with co-exist > 1 to N F, W
Ratio-k% ratio of docs with co-exist > k% of retrieval systems to
N , k ∈ {20, 40, 60, 80}
W
RatioRet ratio of number of returned results to number requested F
RatioDup ratio of number of remained documents after de-
duplication to number returned
F
query-vertical feature
vmScore mean of mScore of the ranked lists a vertical has for a
query
F
vmCo-exist mean of mCo-exist of the ranked lists a vertical has for
a query
F
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Figure 6.2: Relation between aggregated document co-exist scores and list perfor-
mance using WebTrack09.
test sets, we also consider the property that a document can appear more than once
in a list. The number of duplicates of document in a list divided by the original list
length is included as a feature, which is denoted as the exist feature.
The score features reflect how relevant a ranker believes a document is to a query.
We use two retrieval systems to estimate the score, including a query likelihood model
and a sequential dependency model [90]. We also consider the zero-one normalized
scores, and the weighted scores computed by taking products of co-exist and normal-
ized scores. Finally, the same computation applies to scores from runs submitted to
TREC when available.
6.3.3.2 List features.
Since the focus of λ-Merge is to combine results from different query reformula-
tions, the emphasis for list features is mostly around the reformulation quality and
its drift from original query, which is seldom available in a more general fusion set-
ting. To propose more features that may be useful for quantifying list quality, we
conduct a preliminary analysis on the retrieval effectiveness of different ranked lists.
We hypothesize that better effectiveness of a list is related to whether the documents
in that list are also returned by other search systems frequently. In particular, we
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Figure 6.3: Relation between list ratio scores and list performance using WebTrack09.
compute the average co-exist scores of documents in a list, and plots its relation to
the retrieval performance of the corresponding lists, as shown in Figure 6.2. The
x-axis is constructed by bucketing the normalized P@30 scores for all ranked lists,
and the y-axis shows the corresponding average co-exist scores for lists in that bin.
The same is done for the top k results, where k ∈ {10, 20, 30}. Figure 6.2 shows
consistently strong evidence that better performing ranked lists usually have more
documents that appear across multiple lists. We accordingly incorporate mCo-exist
and mCo-exist-k into the query-list features set. Note that we compute mCo-exist-k
only for WebTrack since a ranked list from FedWeb only has up to 10 results.
Based on a similar idea, we correlate the percentage of documents that appear
in more than one search engine (i.e., documents with co-exist > 1) with the perfor-
mance of ranked lists, as shown in Figure 6.3. We observe that retrieval performance
is higher when a larger set of documents appear in more than one ranked list (see
Ratio-1 ). We further inspect how the trend changes w.r.t. the coverage over search
systems. That is, in addition to examining documents with co-exist > 1, we con-
duct the same analysis for co-exist larger than k percent of total number of search
systems (e.g., we count documents with co-exist > 6 given 30 ranked lists and k =
20%). Compared with Ratio-1, Ratio-k% in general shows a similar trend but the
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gaps between performance buckets appear larger, indicating a higher potential of dis-
tinguishing ranked list quality. When k grows to 40% or 60%, we see it is not always
true that best performing lists have the largest Ratio-k%. This may imply that the
list performance, while being highly positively correlated, is not solely determined by
co-existence.
We adopt the mean score features (i.e., mScore) as in the λ-Merge work7. Lastly,
for the FedWeb test sets, we include two additional features for quantifying the quality
of ranked lists. Although FedWeb was created by requesting 10 results per search
engine, there are cases where less than required were returned, which we hope to
capture by the RatioRet feature. Recall that duplicates can be returned by the same
engine for a query. RatioDup computes the ratio of number of remained documents
after de-duplication to the number returned. These two features are designed to
reflect the stability of the black box search engines.
6.3.3.3 Vertical features.
Intuitively, the quality of a vertical depends on the quality of the ranked lists
it contains for a query. We accordingly devise features that take the average of
list features across the ranked lists a vertical includes. Deriving vertical features
is highly related to the task of vertical selection introduced in FewdWeb 2014 [38],
where the goal is to classify each query into a fixed set of 24 verticals. The top
performing systems of this task assembled together the results of different techniques;
for example, the similarity of vertical and query terms [49] and matching WordNet
synonyms for queries and verticals [59]. As our focus is to investigate the utility of
incorporating vertical estimates rather than exhausting all possible features, we leave
more exploration of feature design as future work.
7Other moments such as variance, skewness or kurtosis could be considered; we excluded those
due to lower effectiveness in our experiments.
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6.4 Experiments
This section first introduces the setup for the experiments, followed by a detailed
presentation of evaluation results tested under a variety of scenarios.
6.4.1 Experimental Setup and Baselines
Our experiments are conducted using four TREC collections as mentioned in
Section 4. In each test case, a total number of 50 queries with associated graded
relevance judgments are available. When learning is needed, we split training and
test data into 5 folds and perform cross-validation. We evaluate using NDCG@K,
as well as α-NDCG@k when sub-topic relevance judgments are available. We train
all neural-based models for 25 epochs with learning rate 5 · 10−3. Pairwise t-test is
conducted when appropriate.
We compare the results of our framework with three categories of baselines:
• Score fusion. CombSUM and CombMNZ proposed by Fox and Shaw [47] serve
as standard baselines with which new algorithms are compared [29, 64]. We con-
sider CombMNZ as our baseline since it often outperforms CombSUM. Equa-
tion 6.12 computes CombMNZ that considers the product of the number of lists
containing d and the summation of normalized scores from each ranking.




• Rank fusion. Cormack et al. [29] proposed a simple and yet very effective
method, reciprocal rank fusion (RRF), for combing searches. RRF sorts the
documents using the formula given in Equation 6.13, where c = 60 is fixed dur-
ing their pilot investigation. Simple as is, RRF was shown to invariably improve
the best of the combined results (including runs with learning-to-rank methods),
and outperformed established meta-ranking standards Condorcet Fuse [95] and
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CombMNZ. The best performing approach in FedWeb 2013 [96] is based on






c+ rank(d : Dk)
(6.13)
• Learning to rank. The merging problem can also be cast as a learning to rank
problem. A general LTR setting requires one representation per document;
however, in a merging environment, documents can appear as several copies in
different ranked lists. To address this, we transform the feature representation
from the fusion task by taking the average of feature values for documents that
have several copies. With the transformed feature vector, we can easily use
any existing LTR method to sort the documents. In particular, we adopt the
original gradient decent approach, RankNet [16], and its state-of-the-art variant,
LambdaMART [125], in our experiments.
6.4.2 Performance on TREC FedWeb
Table 6.2 shows the retrieval performance tested on the FedWeb 2013 and 2014
collections. We denote our approach as LTM-Deep for that it is essentially a frame-
work for learning to merge using deep structures. In each year’s data, we compare
the proposed framework with a number of baseline approaches, including two runs
of CombMNZ that are generated based on normalized query likelihood or sequen-
tial dependency model [90] scores8. Among the baselines, we see that RRF is very
competitive, even though its core idea is rather simple and it requires no training
examples. The LTR group tends to perform better in NDCG@20, which is both the
8Recall that no score information is available in FedWeb; we use two retrieval systems as alter-
natives.
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Table 6.2: Performance of tested techniques on FedWeb 2013 and FedWeb 2014 test
sets. The source includes document (D), list (L) and vertical (V) features. The best
results are marked bold. The improvement percentage and pairwise t-test are applied
when comparing LTM-Deep (D+L+V) to the rest of approaches († is denoted for
p-value < 0.05).
TREC FedWeb 2013
Source Method NDCG@10 NDCG@20 ∆N@10% ∆N@20%
D
CombMNZ-QL 0.545† 0.476† 7.38% 20.49%
CombMNZ-SD 0.547† 0.475† 6.89% 20.84%
RRF 0.572 0.508† 2.27% 12.95%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.526† 0.483† 11.28% 18.77%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.515† 0.491† 13.59% 17.00%
LTM-Shallow 0.553† 0.567 5.88% 1.31%
LTM-Deep 0.565 0.573 3.54% 0.17%
D+L+V
LTR-RankNet 0.570 0.573 2.63% 0.17%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.556† 0.572 5.22% 0.35%
LTM-Shallow 0.574 0.572 1.88% 0.31%
LTM-Deep 0.585 0.574 - -
TREC FedWeb 2014
Source Method NDCG@10 NDCG@20 ∆N@10% ∆N@20%
D
CombMNZ-QL 0.577† 0.485† 8.63% 23.17%
CombMNZ-SD 0.580† 0.481† 8.05% 24.25%
RRF 0.594† 0.504† 5.48% 18.50%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.554† 0.503† 13.26% 18.74%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.550† 0.515† 13.92% 15.85%
LTM-Shallow 0.583† 0.574† 7.57% 4.08%
LTM-Deep 0.599† 0.574† 4.76% 4.08%
D+L+V
LTR-RankNet 0.601† 0.572† 4.33% 4.37%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.602 0.576 4.15% 3.65%
LTM-Shallow 0.624 0.565† 0.56% 5.65%
LTM-Deep 0.627 0.597 - -
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main evaluation metric in the track and the chosen optimization metric. In general,
LambdaMART appears more effective than RankNet.
For LTM-Deep in FedWeb 2014, the results suggest that incorporating vertical
signals (i.e., D+L+V) improves significantly the performance compared to that with-
out (i.e., D+L). The trend is similar in FedWeb 2013. For other learning-based ap-
proaches, including the LTR group and LTM-Shallow, it is clear that the model with
vertical estimate consistently achieves better performance, confirming our hypothesis
that vertical quality helps improve the fusion task.
LTM-Deep further outperforms LTM-Shallow in most cases, and the improvement
in NDCG@20 is significant in FedWeb 2014. Despite the scarcity of training data, the
results show that merging ranked lists with deep structures can be a promising direc-
tion, and we expect the improvement will be more evident with more training data.
Overall, LTM-Deep shows the best performance across different baselines, measures
and collections.
6.4.3 Performance on TREC WebTrack
The experimental results for WebTrack 2009 and 2010 are shown in Table 6.3. In
addition to NDCG@k, we evaluate the results using the diversity measure α-NDCG@k
based on sub-topic relevance judgments, as reported in Table 6.4. The vertical com-
ponent is omitted for data fusion experiments since all ranked lists are from the same
vertical. Here, CombMNZ is generated using the normalized scores from runs submit-
ted to TREC. In WebTrack09, RRF and LambdaMART again demonstrate better
effectiveness among the baselines, while the RankNet method also appears highly
effective in terms of precision.
The LTM group demonstrates overall the most effective results compared with the
standard baselines and the LTR group. The LTM-Deep approach further achieves
better performance than LTM-Shallow in terms of precision and diversity for both
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Table 6.3: Precision of tested techniques on Web Track 2009 and Web Track 2010
test sets. The source includes document (D) abd list (L) features. The best results
are marked bold. The improvement percentage and pairwise t-test are applied when
comparing LTM-Deep to the rest of approaches († is denoted for p-value < 0.05).
TREC Web Track 2009
Source Method NDCG@10 NDCG@20 ∆N@20%
D
CombMNZ 0.309† 0.288† 20.22%
RRF 0.337† 0.323† 7.05%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.324† 0.309† 12.05%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.314† 0.307† 12.59%
LTM-Shallow 0.352 0.340 1.88%
LTM-Deep 0.360 0.346 -
TREC Web Track 2010
Source Method NDCG@10 NDCG@20 ∆N@20%
D
CombMNZ 0.289† 0.281† 10.83%
RRF 0.295† 0.296† 5.17%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.306 0.299 39.4%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.289† 0.285† 9.20%
LTM-Shallow 0.301 0.299† 4.15%
LTM-Deep 0.312 0.311 -
years. The improvement is significant in Web Track 2010. Similar to the results in
collection fusion, LTM-Deep shows the best performance across different baselines,
measures and collections.
6.4.4 Discussions
Model Design. The framework in this paper models simultaneously the impact
of the quality of documents, ranked lists and verticals9 for result merging. The
experimental results suggest that modeling the diverse aspects of federated search
improves ranking in general. The design may further include the features derived
from specific types of documents. Tweets, for instance, can be extracted with features
that represent recency or popularity, while for a CQA posting, it can be helpful to
9We note that vertical features are only available in a federated search scenario.
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Table 6.4: Diversity of tested techniques on Web Track 2009 and Web Track 2010
test sets. The source includes document (D) abd list (L) features. The best results
are marked bold. The improvement percentage and pairwise t-test are applied when
comparing LTM-Deep to the rest of approaches († is denoted for p-value < 0.05).
TREC Web Track 2009
Source Method α-NDCG@10 α-NDCG@20 ∆α−N@20%
D
CombMNZ 0.201† 0.227† 22.47%
RRF 0.229† 0.263† 5.70%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.215† 0.243† 14.40%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.240 0.290 -4.14%
LTM-Shallow 0.238 0.274 1.46%
LTM-Deep 0.243 0.278 -
TREC Web Track 2010
Source Method α-NDCG@10 α-NDCG@20 ∆α−N@20%
D
CombMNZ 0.415† 0.451† 5.76%
RRF 0.428† 0.465 2.58%
D+L
LTR-RankNet 0.304† 0.340† 40.29%
LTR-LambdaMART 0.404† 0.448† 6.47%
LTM-Shallow 0.421† 0.452† 5.53%
LTM-Deep 0.443 0.477 -
include authority signals such as the overall rating of an answer. In such cases, the
document scoring network f(xki,j; θ, π1, π2, ..., πN) will be paramterized on θ for shared
features (e.g., ranks and scores) and πi for non-shared features, where N indicates the
number of types of documents. Since the FedWeb test collections were compiled to
conform to a uniform style, it will be necessary to get additional data that describes
the characteristics of different types of documents for evaluating this design. As
aforementioned, the deep structures are also possible in the re-weighting networks for
list and vertical features. This will require obtaining additional training data.
Feature Design. One reason behind the success of our framework, we believe, is
the introduction of additional query-list features. As mentioned in [107], query-list
features such as the mean and standard deviation of retrieval scores showed only
small improvements, while the more effective features (e.g., reformulation scores)





























Figure 6.4: Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between list goodness and query-list
features on WebTrack10.
coefficient between feature values and list goodness10, Figure 6.4 shows that the newly
introduced features usually have a higher correlation. In addition, applying the same
correlation analysis between document labels and query-document features, we re-
confirm that the co-exist feature is the most effective in the data fusion environment.
For the collection fusion environments, co-exist is far less correlated with ground-
truth since the overlap rate between collections is approximately only 3% (as reported
in [96]). Interestingly, although co-exist independently is not effective enough, the
aggregated query-list feature mCo-exist is highly correlated with list goodness with
ρ = 0.7 in both FedWeb 2013 and 2014.
Effective features are critical to system performance. We may explore the feasi-
bility of incorporating the findings from the large body of literature on query per-
formance prediction. In particular, post-retrieval predictors attempt to predict the
performance of a ranked list using strategies such as measuring the divergence be-
tween the list and the entire collection [72, 112]. Again, since the FedWeb collections
use search engines as a black box service, additional access to the entire collection
statistics may be required.
10We use the average of document labels in a list as a surrogate to approximate list goodness.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter explored the task of result merging in an optimization framework.
The proposed model incorporated vertical signals on the top of the feature functions
for documents and ranked lists, and learned to fuse results by optimizing the retrieval
performance of the final list. We evaluated the task of collection fusion using two
TREC FedWeb test sets, which provide a wide range of heterogeneous web sources
such as news, blogs, and other social applications, etc. Although adding social media
sources can make fusion more challenging, our experimental results demonstrated
that incorporating the vertical signals consistently improves the performance using
only document and list feature functions.
Furthermore, our model investigated the potential of applying deep neural net-
works to estimating the document feature function. To be more comprehensive,
we conducted additional experiments for data fusion using two TREC Web Track
test sets. The results showed that, for both collection fusion and data fusion, the




BUILDING EVALUATION TEST SETS
7.1 Overview
Evaluation is critical for designing effective information retrieval systems, in that
it provides a means to standardize how successfully the systems perform based on
some measurements. Search effectiveness is one of the most important aspects for
evaluating IR systems, among other factors such as efficiency, interface tractability,
and scale, etc. For decades, the primary approach has been test collection-based
evaluation, which requires a document collection, a set of queries reflecting users’
information needs, and a set of relevance judgments indicating which documents are
relevant to each query. In more recent years, many studies have explored using search
logs [131] and crowdsourcing [1, 62] for collecting judgments.
As described in Chapter 1, Community Question Answering (CQA) social plat-
forms present an opportunity of automatically creating a set of queries with relevance
assessments. The collaborative nature of such platforms motivates interested users
to voluntarily engage in providing high quality answers to many topics. Answerers
sometimes include URLs as part of their answers. These links are used to give addi-
tional information, to explain more complicated concepts that cannot be detailed in
short paragraphs, or to present reliable citations, etc. With many millions of CQA
users, the pairs of real-world questions and related web pages provided by human
answerers accumulate rapidly. Illustrated by Figure 1.4, this chapter investigates the
hypothesis that the hyperlinked URLs can be regarded as relevant documents for the
CQA questions (or queries).
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To understand the validity of our approach, we compare the search effectiveness of
several well-known retrieval models using the newly built test sets. The idea is that,
should the new test set be reliable, it would show similar evaluation results as the high
quality, human-compiled one for the selected retrieval models. It is understandable
that answerers do not always include hyperlinks and the relevance judgments obtained
in this way are likely to be sparse. However, our expectation is that the large number
of queries obtained will compensate for this.
The remainder of this chapter first introduces the details of automatically building
web test collections. We then evaluate the validity of the resulting test sets, and
discuss how to overcome the link sparsity nature of this approach.
7.2 Methodology
Two main procedures are described in this section, including how to actually build
the CQA-based test set and how to evaluate the reliability of it. Figure 7.1 illustrates
a high level overview of the procedures.
7.2.1 Queries and Relevance Judgments
To build a general-purpose web test collection, we start by extracting questions
from the data generated on CQA platform, together with their associated human
provided web URLs as contained in the answers. We then identify the overlap between
the harvested web URLs and a large, static document collection of web pages. The
static web collection is considered as the target corpus to which test queries are issued,
based on which the performance of search systems is evaluated. Next, we reduce the
question set to include only those whose associated URLs are connected. The upper-
left of Figure 7.1 illustrates the idea of mining links from the socially generated CQA
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Figure 7.1: The procedure for building test sets by exploiting the connections between
web and CQA corpora, and the steps taken to evaluate the reliability of the Web-CQA
test sets.
Among these links, we observe that the content of some web pages is of low quality
and can be considered as spam. To ensure a reliable test set, we seek to understand
the degree of spam each web page is likely to be, and retain only those that carry
meaningful content. Prior work by Cormack et al [30] proposed a content-based
classifier that quantifies the “spamminess” of a document based on a scale of 0 to
100, where a lower score indicates that the page has a higher likelihood to be spam.
Based on the classifier [30], we consider two spam-controlling parameters SR and SA,
which are used to further filter the reduced question set. We define SA as the average
spam score of all links LQ extracted for a questionQ. SR is defined as the ratio of spam
links among LQ, where a page with spam score below 60 is considered to be spam.
Varying SR and SA affects the final number of queries and the proportion of spam
links. After these filtering steps, we treat the remaining questions and associated














Table 7.1: Statistics for CQA corpora Y6 and YA, as well as their connections with
web corpus ClueWeb09. NQ denotes the number of questions, while NAavg and NLavg
represent respectively the average number of answers and links per question.
7.2.2 Test Set Reliability
To test the validity of our approach, we compare the search effectiveness of sev-
eral well-known retrieval models using the constructed CQA-based test sets, as well
as using high quality, human-compiled test sets. The idea is that, if evaluating us-
ing the Web-CQA test sets gives the same ordering to the retrieval models as the
human-compiled test sets, we will be able to trust the Web-CQA test sets in terms
of measuring the search ability.
As illustrated in Figure 7.1, we adopt several existing, well-known retrieval models
for which their relative search capabilities are widely studided. The reliability of our
methodology can then be determined by comparing the performance using Web-CQA
and human-compiled test sets based on the degree of consistency. For example, if the
human-compiled test set shows system A is better than system B, a reliable new test
set should give the same conclusion.
7.3 Experiments
This section describes in detail the experimental setups, including the data chosen
for building the test sets and the retrieval models used for comparison. The evaluation
of the test sets is further included.
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7.3.1 Setup for Data
In practice, we consider the two subsets of the ClueWeb09 document corpus for
our experiments, namely Category A (CatA) and Category B (CatB), as introduced
in Chapter 3. For the source of CQA, we consider two large CQA datasets, Yahoo
Webscope L61 and an additional recent crawl of Yahoo! Answers dataset, which we
abbreviate as Y6 and YA respectively. Corpus Y6 provides a 10/25/2007 Yahoo! An-
swers dump, including all the questions and their corresponding answers. In addition
to question and answer text, the corpus contains a small amount of metadata, i.e.,
which answer was selected as the best answer, and the category and sub-category
that was assigned to this question.
We additionally construct the YA corpus by requesting the Yahoo! Answers API
as an effort to overcome the time gap between the ClueWeb09 corpus and Y6. Specif-
ically, we collect up to 10,000 questions for each of the 26 Yahoo root categories2 as
well as their corresponding answers. The resulting collection contains approximately
one month Yahoo! Answers data starting from 7/31/12 to 9/5/12. Table 7.1 shows
the number of questions NQ, the average number of associated answers per question
NAavg, and the average number of links per question NLavg for Y6 and YA datasets
in first row.
To find the connections between the two souces, we compare the CQA links with
both the ClueWeb09 CatA and CatB document URLs. The second and third rows in
Table 7.1 summarize the number of questions whose answers contained links to the
ClueWeb data NQ and their corresponding average number of links NLavg. We note
that multiple appearances of the same URL for a question is considered only once.
The amount of retained questions after linking the two sources is approximately 4 to










































r square =  0.9199
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(d) ClueWeb09 CatB and YA
Figure 7.2: Linear fit of the logarithms of links per question (nurl) and frequency
of these questions (nQurl). The results follow a power law distribution, indicating
questions with few links occupy a significant portion of entire population.
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Figure 7.3: Query length (x-axis) and the frequency of queries (y-axis) for query sets
10k, 3k and TREC.
Figure 7.2 shows the relation between the number of links each question has (nurl)
and the frequency of questions with nurl links, which we denote as nQurl . Since this
is a log-log plot, Figure 7.2 shows that nurl and nQurl follow a power law distribution;
that is, questions with few links occupy a significant portion of entire population.
R2 statistics show the goodness of the fit. The connection distributions for CatA
and CatB resemble each other; in the following, we focus on evaluation using the
ClueWeb09 CatB connections and searching on CatB for computational efficiency.
Recall that filtering spam helps control the quality of test sets. We finalize the
aggregation of questions from Y6 and YA by setting SR ≤ 0.1, SA ≥ 90, with an
additional requirement nurl > 1. The constraint nurl > 1 is used to avoid the extremes
in the power law distributions shown in Figure 7.2. A final set of 9988 questions
are selected as the Web-CQA test queries and the associated links are regarded as
relevance judgments. This set is denoted as the 10k set. We construct an additional
query set by selecting queries from 10k that have at least one relevant document
returned by any of the selected well-known retrieval models based on their search
results, resulting in the query set 3k containing 3440 questions. The maximum nurl
in query sets 10k and 3k are respectively 22 and 19, and the minimum for both is 2.
The relation of nurl and nQurl remains as power law distributions for both query sets.
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The nature of CQA questions can make the queries quite long. Prior to search,
we apply stop structure removal techniques [55] to the Web-CQA queries. For result
comparison as described in Section 7.2.2, we use 1483 standard TREC web track title
and description (desc) queries garnered in years 2009, 2010 and 2011. We search these
TREC queries on the ClueWeb09 CatB corpus and evaluate the results using standard
TREC relevance judgments. Figure 7.3 compares the query length distributions,
which suggests that the Web-CQA queries are more similar to TREC description
queries in terms of query length.
7.3.2 Setup for Retrieval Models
For evaluation purpose as described in Section 7.2.2, we test four well-known
retrieval models including query likelihood model (QLM), relevance model (RM) [75],
sequential dependence model (SDM) [90] and a query expansion model using latent
concept expansion (LCE) [91]. We choose these models because they include both
common baselines used in other papers and methods that are state-of-the-art in terms
of effectiveness.
For all the models, Indri is used for indexing and searching. We use Dirichlet
smoothing with µ = 2500 for all runs without tuning. We apply spam filtering to
all retrieval runs based on the classifier [30]. For evaluation, we adopt a number
of common retrieval measures as described in Section 3.3, including, for example,
MAP, P@k, and MRR, and report results for the top 1000 documents retrieved. We
include an additional measure, bpref [15], which considers the relative preference
between relevant and non-relevant documents. This measure has been shown to be
robust with partial information and is highly correlated with existing measures when
complete judgments are available.
3There are 2 topics out of 150 having no relevant documents in the assessment file, which are
therefore excluded.
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Table 7.2: Retrieval results for Web-CQA query sets 10k and 3k. SDM are marked †
if p-value < 0.05 compared to QLM. LCE is marked ? if p-value < 0.05 compared to
SDM.
Model MAP P@10 P@100 MRR bpref
10k
QLM .0107 .0047 .0018 .0195 .1815
SDM .0114† .0051† .0019† .0208† .1866†
RM .0114† .0050† .0019† .0204 .1942†
LCE .0114 .0051 .0020? .0203 .2014?
3k
QLM .0312 .0137 .0051 .0566 .5271
SDM .0331† .0149† .0054† .0605† .5417†
RM .0330† .0144† .0055† .0593 .5639†
LCE .0331 .0149 .0057? .0590 .5849?
7.3.3 Evaluation Results
Table 7.2 shows the retrieval performance of the Web-CQA query sets 10k and 3k
where the top performing runs are underlined. We perform paired t-tests on pairs of
retrieval models (QLM, SDM), (QLM, RM) and (SDM, LCE). Specifically, RM and
SDM are marked † if p-value < 0.05 compared to QLM. LCE is marked ? if p-value
< 0.05 compared to SDM. We observe that SDM significantly outperforms QLM
in both query sets for every retrieval measure. RM can significantly improve QLM
for most measures, showing the utility of pseudo-relevance feedback. LCE seems to
improve SDM, but the significant difference is only observed for measures P@100 and
bpref. In general, models SDM and LCE are the most effective compared to others.
The performance of the 10k and 3k query sets show similar trends. For query set 3k,
MRR shows that on average all models rank the first known relevant document above
rank 20.
Table 7.3 shows the retrieval performance of TREC title and description queries.
Similar to Web-CQA results, SDM significantly outperforms QLM in all cases. For
title queries, unlike Web-CQA results, pseudo-relevance feedback techniques such as
RM and LCE sometimes can hurt performance of QLM and SDM, respectively. The
utility of pseudo-relevance feedback is more evident for description queries. The
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Table 7.3: Retrieval results for TREC query sets. SDM are marked † if p-value <
0.05 compared to QLM. LCE is marked ? if p-value < 0.05 compared to SDM.
Model MAP P@10 P@100 MRR bpref
title
QLM .1804 .3628 .1853 .4860 .2715
SDM .1989† .3831 .1928† .5171† .2877†
RM .1810 .3622 .1848 .4808 .2747
LCE .2037? .3830 .1926 .4910 .2926
desc
QLM .1309 .2892 .1147 .4559 .2953
SDM .1471† .2932 .1184† .4611 .3030†
RM .1365 .2896 .1168† .4482 .2975
LCE .1463 .3000 .1214 .4537 .3049
similarity of the query length for Web-CQA queries and TREC descriptions provides
a possible explanation for the higher level of consistency between their results.
Overall, the Web-CQA results show that a term dependency model significantly
outperforms a bag of words model, and pseudo-relevance feedback techniques are
helpful in most cases. These findings are consistent with the results using standard
TREC web track benchmarks, indicating that evaluating using the CW-CQA test sets
delivers similar conclusions as the high quality, human-compiled one for the selected
retrieval models.
The absolute retrieval performance in Table 7.2 is rather low compared to Ta-
ble 7.3. This is matches our expectation given the sparseness of relevance judgments.
Carterette et al. [23] suggested that evaluation over more queries with fewer judg-
ments can be reliable. Similarly, an interesting question from our perspective is: how
many queries do we need to confirm the existence of significant differences between
retrieval models? To this end, we compute the p-value between QLM and SDM using
different number of Web-CQA queries. Specifically, from the 3k set, we randomly
sample k queries where k ranges from 100 to 3400 in steps of 100. We perform 20
random samples at each k and report the average p-value in Figure 7.4. All measures
share a tendency that using more queries results in smaller p-values. For measures
such as MAP, MRR and P@10, stable significance (i.e., p-value < 0.05) is reached
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Figure 7.4: Average p-value of 20 times of sampling at each sample size. All measures
share a tendency that using more queries results in smaller p-values.
when the sample size grows beyond 2100. For other measures such as P@100 and
bpref, a sample size of more than 1000 queries is sufficient to confirm a significant
difference. These observations support [23] in a sense that evaluating using a suffi-
cient number of Web-CQA queries distinguishes retrieval model effectiveness despite
incomplete judgments.
7.4 Summary
This chapter examines the possibility of using social media sources to construct
evaluation test sets for retrieval tasks. We highlighted that Community Question An-
swering platforms can provide high quality question and related URL pairs, paving
ways to gathering queries and relevance assessments automatically. Our experi-
ments demonstrated that evaluating using the new Web-CQA test sets performs sim-




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Closing Remarks
In this dissertation, we investigate in depth the problem of exploiting social media
sources for fundamental information retrieval problems. As part of this study, we
have proposed the notion of social anchor and information network, based on which
we exploited using social signals for search on web collections. We investigated a
learning-to-merge optimization framework for fusing diverse results from different
verticals, and conducted a systematic comparison of a wide range of fusing techniques.
Finally, we examine the feasibility of building evaluation test sets using high quality
social media information.
In Chapter 4, given the effectiveness of standard anchor text in previous studies,
we constructed social anchors by mining social postings that link to general web doc-
uments as a similar source. We hypothesized that social platforms can provide unique
information pertinent to relevance regarding a query, as interested users voluntarily
engage in providing in-depth discussions in a collaborative manner. To investigate
this hypothesis, we designed and incorporated social signals from social anchors into
search process, where a number of social aspects were extracted to help improve rank-
ing. We performed an extensive comparison of the social feature-based models with
methods that consider other related sources such as anchor text. Additional analysis
on feature effectiveness was further presented.
Our results suggest that combining social anchor signals into ranking often out-
performs reference methods that consider standard anchor text, PageRank, spam
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filtering, or anchors from the general domain. We observe that using both query de-
pendent and independent features delivers the best performance, indicating the two
types of features are complementary and should be both included.
In Chapter 5, we extended the idea of social anchors by introducing the notion
of an information network. Specifically, we established connections between ver-
tices of web documents and vertices of social postings by exploiting their topical
and structural relations. The proposed framework is highly flexible, where features
characterizing different sources can be integrated together. We argued that the con-
structed information network can benefit search in a unified manner, modeling the
query-document, document-posting, and posting-query relations simultaneously. Our
experiments were conducted to study the impact of incorporating different social
sources, the density of connections, as well as the types of connections.
Our findings suggest that properly weighted (i.e., similarity-based aggregation)
multiple-source networks work the best in general. Integrating multiple sources also
provides the advantage that the results are usually more robust, and less sensitive
to the density of the network edges. Although explicit link density is far from suf-
ficient, we can resort to approaches that construct implicit links. Combining these
two types of links can further boost the performance, suggesting that the information
propagated through the topical and structural connections is usually complementary.
In Chapter 6, we studied the problem of merging multiple result lists from dif-
ferent search engines and verticals, including, for example, blog, Q&A, and other
social applications. We presented an optimization framework based on the extension
of the existing approach, λ-Merge. The new model incorporated vertical signals on
the top of the feature functions for documents and ranked lists, and learned to fuse
results by optimizing the retrieval performance of the final list. The model further
investigated the potential of applying deep neural networks to estimating the doc-
ument feature function. We also developed a set of general query-list features that
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are effective and available for a general fusion task, compensating for the absence of
specific reformulation features (e.g., query clarity and drift) used in λ-Merge.
We evaluated our model using two TREC FedWeb test sets for collection fusion,
and two TREC Web Track test sets for data fusion. The results demonstrated that
incorporating the vertical signals consistently improves the performance using only
document and list feature functions. The results further showed that models that
incorporate deep structures can significantly outperform a number of standard base-
lines, state-of-art techniques, and models based on shallow design.
In Chapter 7, we exploited a high quality social media source, the Community
Question Answering platform, for automatically building test sets for evaluation.
Conventionally, test collection-based evaluation relies on intense human labor to col-
lect relevance relations between query topics and documents; although commercial
search logs can often provide surrogate information about relevance based on clicks,
such data is often limited in the academic environment. Our approach is based on
the assumption that, on the CQA platform, the hyperlinked web pages contained in
the answers of a question (or query) are deemed relevant to that question (or query).
We evaluated the reliability of the new test set by investigating if the new sets
can deliver similar conclusions as the traditional, human labeled test sets, among a
number of well-known retrieval models. The retrieval results experimented with the
two test sets suggested a high degree of consistency. In addition, the large number of
collected query-document pairs is found to compensate for the sparsity of the relevant
documents discovered based on this approach.
8.2 Contributions
To recap, the major contributions of our work are as follows.
• Presenting an approach based on the notion of social anchors for
improving search on web corpora. Based on the observation that many
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social postings contain links to web pages, although typically not with anchor
text, we exploited this type of source, referred to as social anchor, to complement
the content of the linked documents for improving search on web corpora.
• Presenting an approach based on the notion of information networks
for improving search on web corpora. We extended the idea of social
anchor, and proposed the notion of an information network to improve web
search. The information network framework is highly flexible, wherein arbitrary
web sources and diverse interactions can be simultaneously modeled together.
• Evidence showing that incorporating social anchors or information
networks improves search performance on web corpora. We conducted
extensive retrieval experiments using approaches that incorporate social anchors
or information networks. Compared with a wide range of reference methods,
we demonstrated that the combination of social signals into the ranking process
can significantly improve search performance.
• Presenting an optimization framework for merging results of diverse
search services. We presented a framework that can simultaneously model
the impact of documents, lists and verticals, and effectively fuse results from a
wide spectrum of heterogeneous web sources, based on the direct optimization
of the effectiveness of the final ranked list.
• Incorporating deep structures into the framework for fusion and demon-
strating its potential. In the fusion framework, we investigated the potential
of incorporating deep structures to combine different signals about relevance.
Experimental results suggested that deep structures can often outperform the
performance of shallow models.
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• Presenting an approach for building reliable, reusable test sets based
on the use of Community Question Answering social platforms. We ex-
ploited a high quality social media source, the Community Question Answering
platform, for automatically building test sets for evaluation. Our experiments
indicated that results evaluated with the new Web-CQA test sets are consistent
with those using the human assembled TREC test sets.
8.3 Future Work
Here we discuss the future directions for our work on exploiting social media
sources for information retrieval. We provide details for each research topic studied
in this body of work.
8.3.1 On Search with Social Signals
We showed that, by extending social anchors as introduced in Chapter 4, search
with the information network framework is highly flexible and effective, as reported in
Chapter 5. There are several important directions to extend this work. First, it will
be valuable to investigate the utility of more types of network connections, including,
for example, the intra-corpus connections for their potential in propagating social
influence, opinions, or discussions. In addition to enriching the network with more
fine-grained connections, vertices such as users, topics, or other entities can provide
more details between the interactions of information.
Although we identified using social information can help overall search, the per-
formance gain for each individual query tends to be somewhat different. As a second
extension, it will be useful to understand why and when a query is helped by the
information from social corpora. For example, the current popularity of a query in
a social collection may cause the increase or decrease of performance for that query.
Understanding the factors that contributes to the difference can help systems make
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decisions whether to incorporate the social signals or not, for retrieval. A related
direction is to obtain a test set that reflects more “popular” interests, compared to
the TREC data where the queries are usually more informational.
Thirdly, although we used to the information network to improve search primarily
on the web collection, it is worth studying how to apply the framework to improving
search on the social corpora, often called social search or social information retrieval.
8.3.2 On Merging Diverse Results
Developing an effective optimization framework for merging results of different
types is a complex problem. While our experiments have shown high effectiveness in
Chapter 6, it will be important for us to consider different possibilities in infrastruc-
ture and feature design. In particular, incorporating collection-specific signals will
be valuable to investigate. Tweets, for instance, can be extracted with features that
represent recency or popularity, while for a CQA posting, it can be helpful to include
authority signals such as the overall rating of an answer. Meanwhile, experimenting
other deep structures or incorporating them into additional estimation process may
further boost the performance.
A major direction to consider to is how to obtain larger datasets, for better train-
ing robustness, as well as for additional metadata to describe the characteristics of
different types of sources. Query search logs, for instance, would be one of the suitable
choices, since the quantity of data is much larger.
8.3.3 On Building Evaluation Sets
In Chapter 7, although we have confirmed that the Web-CQA test sets perform in
accordance with TREC test sets in response to common retrieval models, an obvious
extension to further validate the reliability is to generate manual relevance judgments
for the new sets. By comparing the manual results with that of the automated
approach, based on a small, yet representative query set, it will help understand the
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precision of our assumption, and correct the approach according to any potentially
identified discrepancy.
In the work presented by Carterette et al. [23], two document selection algorithms
were proposed, and correlation analysis was employed to show the stability of rankings
produced by a number of retrieval systems. The results provided insight towards the
tradeoffs between the number of queries and judgments needed. It is, therefore,
worth performing similar analysis by obtaining more judgments and more retrieval
runs in addition to the four systems used in our approach. This will help better
understanding about, for instance, how the number of judgments per query impacts
the relative ranking between systems, and provide methods for selecting documents
to annotate when judgments are insufficient.
A third extension to the Web-CQA test sets is to conduct experiments on a
more recent web crawl, the ClueWeb12 collection. ClueWeb12, as a successor to
the ClueWeb09 collection, tends to better resemble the current web, and may pro-
vide more meaningful content based on some pre-filtering. Evaluation on the newer
collection can provide further evidence for this approach.
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